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Hospital in the Round
•

•

•

Almanac
by United Press International

•

Today is Monday, March 3,

Would Cut Costs Drastically

the 62nd day of 1969 with 303
to follow.
The moon is approaching its
full phase.
The morning stars are Ifer.
eury, Mars and Jupiter.
The evening dare are Venal
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
is 1849. C,ongreu created the
Department of the Interior.
In 1879, Mrs. Belva Ann
Lockwood became the first woman lawyer to practice before
the Supreme Court.
In 1931, the Star Spangled
Banner was designated by Conyens as the National Anthere.
In 1943, German flying
bombs were sent against the
British Isles for the first time

We reserve the right to reject any Adventaing. Letters to the Editor
or Public Voice items which. In our opinion, are not for the
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL FLEPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1
Madison Ave, Memphis. Tenn., Time A Lite Rids.. New York, N.Y
inepneneon Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for tranentimion
Second Clam Matter
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Ten Years Ago Today

Ii

By Central Press

LEDGER a TIMES FILE

NASHVILLE, Tenn.- -A new concept in health care
facilities-a hospital in the round—is
Illra. Minnie Price. age 73, and Rev. L. D. Rose, age more than 30 feet from theirin the offing and no patient will be
doctors and nurses.
90. Are the deaths reported today.
The facilities will combine space techno

logy with medical
monitoring devices and hold the promis
e of reducing hospital,
ccsts by 45 per cent while effecting a signifi
cant improvement
YOU'D THINK ROME was an American college campus from the
in patient care.
way these students greet
President Nixon's visit. They're also anti-go
The advanced facilities were conceived
by Dr. Hugh C. Macvernment and anti-Anti-Communist.
Guire, director of health systems at
Wherry Medical College.
His innovation features a circular design
of rooms radiating
from a hub that is a control center for
monitoring the condition
se. Can I deduct anything for thof patients with highly sophisOUTDOOR SESSION
is?
ticated electronic Instruments,
mediately alert the nuns to
A - No. The law does not allow
The hub also serves as a work !
sudden changes. The monitor
terns.
you any deduction for taxes and
area for food, maintenance and
also will integrate all systems
The New Concord Ftedbtrds edged the Murray Train- storage services as well
Interest paid for someone else, DENVER UPI - The Colorado
as sur- in the hospital throug
h
a Tening School Colts 60 to 52 in the 4th District Basketball gical. facilities.
If you are not legally liable. If House of Representatives decidtral computer.This column of questions and the mortga
Tournament. Gene Rowland for the Redbirds hit for Each unit has a capacity of
•
• •
ge was in your name, ed to publicize the springlike
answers on federal tax :natters You may deduct
weather in Denver Wednesday
13 to 44 rooms, with none more
18 points.
the interest when
CONSTRUCTION and essinethan 30 feet from the control
Is provided by the local office you itemis
by holding a session outdoors.
ening plans for the projecthave
your
e
deducti
ons.
center. Visitors enter the rooms
been drawn by the Aerostruc- of ibe U. S. Internal Revenue
Q - I cashed in some U. S, The legislators were back In
from an outer circular corridor
their chambers after a few minture Division of Avco Corpora-, Service and is published as a savings bonds last year. What
do
and never intrude upon the
utes, however. The temperature
non. The principle of modular public service to taxpayers. Tbe I report as interes
t on them?
wcrk area, thereby eliminating
construction has been applied so column answers questions most
A - Report as interest the diff- was only 49 degrees and a brisk
the danger of bringing infer-'
LEDGER A TIMES 7112
that components can be
frequen
wind made it seem even cooler.'
tly
asked
by
taxpay,
ers.
tion_into the hospital.erence betWeen wbat_you paid for
bird for an acute care h
My boss still hisn't given the bonds, the issue
The law makersquIckly passed
• • •
price,
and
t en out-patient clinic, a mini- me a W-2 statement.
The Student OrganizatIOn of Murray State Colleg
What should what you received when you turn- a. resolution praising Colorado's
-THE PROXIMITY of each
e
phase screening center,
this moroing openly condemned the terroristic acts
be
, room to the control center will munity health center ora coin- I do?
ed them in, Some cash basis tax- weather before heading back InOven
lieved committed by a minori-.. e,r0Up of colleg studen
A - Employers are required payers elect
e
ts enable hospitals to reduce their for a 50-ton unit that can be
to report the inter- side to warmer temperatures.
staffs
recently In protest against -social restrictions" impos
to issue withholding statements est earned
ed Guire by 75 per cent." Dr. Mac- air-dropped in remote areas;
each year on their boexplains. -The
on the campus. Frank Vittetow is president of the
Dr. afacGuire has been coali- to their employees by January nds rather than all at once when
Stu- tion of personnel to current raBen Hur He-Release
patients is misaioned by the Nation
31, so it would be advisable to they redeem
dent Government.
al
the bonds. Either
four to one in the best hospitals.
ical School in Wash1ngtsj to, ask your employer about it.
James Bedfore Cooper, a former resident of Callo- This new
way
of
reporti
ng
this
interes
t
system will lower the design a
Q - I received a package of Income is accepta
modular facility' *itft
way County, died March I' at his home in Paduc
ble. However, HOLLYWOOD
ah. He rat10 to one employee per pa- 800 beds. The first hospital
(UPI) - MGM
in- estimated tax forms in the ma- once the election to
was 73 years of age.
tient.. Sisce 70 per cent of a
report the
corporating his ideas mall': be il. Does that mean
I have to increasement each year is made, will he re-releasing "Ben-Hur"
hospital's operating costs is for built
B. W Edmonds, R. V. Graham, Clyde Phelps
in
Mound
around
Bayou.
, Ellis employee's salarie
the country for the first
Mimi:
fill, one out and send it in? you must continu
s,
; Roes Paschall, Bill Edd Hendon, Goebe
e to do so for all time since its
At the moment, blueprints
l Roberts, H. G. all saving will be atthe overinitial release 10
A - You do not have to file an discoun
least 45 are being drawn for a
bonds
t
you
own
Gingles, E. L Kuykendall, AIY13 E. Jones, and
or
acqui',Cart. ago.
facility estimated return for 1969
W. Robert per cent, possibly more.
unless re later.
at Meharry, the only private
Perry will attend an annual mid-winter
ly you meet the requirements
regional con- "At the same time there will endowed, predominantl
as exy Negro
ference for Southern States board membe
rs in Mayfield be an even greater rise in the medical school in the cottettry. pLithed in the instructions that
March 10.
caliber of the care and treat- that
is accredited by the Argers came with the estimated forms.
ment of patients. Transd
James Usrey has been named 144 manag
Estimated tax forms have been
er of the wired to them will recorducers 'can Medical Association. Rethe harry has
local Hollis Appliance Company store.
sent to every taxpayer who filed
SAD COMEDIAN'
coodition of tntir heart and half the educated more than
Negro physicians ad an estimated return for 1968

Rex F. Galloway, Henry H. Towery, Harold McDougal, and Jerry D. Graham are now assigned to the
Fifth Battalion, First Training regiment at Port Jackson, South Carolina.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce has purchased
twelve more acres just north of the city limits which is
adjacent to the present industrial site owned 137 the
chamber 'this brings the industrial site to a total of 25

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

20 Years Ago Today

•

'.•

r

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Inspiraiory pyatems oh the een- I dentist
s
teal control-boar* and *will 'tin- ' United new practicing irr - th
States,

.-.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED mass INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — President Nixon, returning from
his five-nation European tour:
"I sensed . . . a new trust on the part of the Europeans in themselves, growing out of the fact that
they've
had a remarkable recovery, economically and
politically
as well as in their military strength, since the
deva1:111tion of World War II."

my return?
A - Send It to your regional
service center. An envelope addressed to the center was provid-

top role in -The Krum's') I xtter:
'

WORLD WEEK

ed in all 1040 tax packages. If you
don't have an envelope, check the
tax return instructions for the
address of your IRS service center.
Q - Can I deduct my medicare

premiums/
A - Yes, premiums for Medicare and other medical insurance are deductible if you itemise
expenses on your return.
Don't forget that medical insurance‘premiums are handled
erently than other medical expenses. One half of these premiums

NIXON MACS NAIL
OUT LIMO LiSt
SIMS TO t211111

AMAMI!

MAOS SOUND
WIATNIS LAIILLIII
APOLLO • XIII (API
IIIMPOIOYow CL0410

SOMIDAMO Of MAPIAN
MAIWITPLACIIIIVIS Ile
CIAO AMO ISO NAMED

au

•••••••.. -
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• •

,..

.. _

Ooloyi
:o-ttlnuoirs- 5,:•ow4ng
From 1 pm Daily

He's on a rampage!

MOM pr•••nis An Mien Risen P.odLoct.on
Marrow [ILIA AntILL

t

"THE STRANGER)
RETURNS"

'BEAUTIFUL! The entire film is a poem of youth,

up to a maximum of e150 may
be deducted without regard for
the 3 percent limitation generally
Imposed on medical expenses.
Details on deducting medical
InSuranee premiums and Other
medical expenses can be found
In the 1040 instruchons.

04*1w Of MIAMI
PRIMO MINPITIFI
IVOKIS MOW LOOK
AI solftotil lAr

TAPI/AMJA MIST
POTION PICISO
LOI PIACI COOPS
NOW MOPPING II

Q • To help out my daughter,
I took care of several of the mo-

need fix-up
money?

live, which was changed to
include "in the beginning.
God
Astronaut William
Anders read the words from
Genesis as he orbited the
Moon last Christmas Eve.
The stamp reproduces the
Apollo ft photo of the Earth
as seen from the Moon.

ONE CENT SALE
First Garment
Cleaned and Pressed
at Regular Price
•
Second Identical
Garment only

1(
FOUR SEWN
(Across from Post
Office)

,Nowalmsw

.
••••• ......* -.••-•0....-

.

...... • Li
•

it yourself,
it takes cash to fix up the
house and car, provide a
change-of-season wardrobe
he your family. So why not
stop in where you're always
No, 1—never • six-figure
computer number?

SEE US FOR A HOME
IMPROVEMENT

GLOAN,

rtgage payments on her new hou,

••

as

MOSCOW — Tam, the Soviet News Agenc
KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL AND
y, giving rine
IN ONE PIECE A U5. MaCH-46 Sea Knight helicop
the Russian account of fighting which the Chine
ter drops junked
se said
autos into
Santiago Creek at Santa
started when Soviet troops crossed into China
Ana, Calif., to stop
:
erosion
"The Chinese suddenly opened fire at Soviet
border
guards. There are killed and wounded. By
resolute acticns cf the Spviet bcrder guards, the violat
national star lIsI.1Xrelension has
ors of the Bibi Stag
Q - I've got a refund coming
frontier were chased away from the Soviet territ
.
with John Huston for a
ory."
HOLLYWOOD (CPI)
Where should I send
Inter.

•••••••••••+,•••••••••••*,.......•

HOLLYWOOD(UPI)- Former
screen Taraan Johnny Weismul
ler
and Butterfly McQueen
(who
plan
played in "Gone With the Wind")
were cast for cameo roles
in "The
Phyns" at Warner Bros.

&it-LIFT

CAPE KENNEDY — Chief Flight Director
Christopher C. Kraft, describing the Apollo 9 missio
n:
"This is an extremely complex mission, probab
ly
the most complex we've ever flown. It would
not surprise any of us if we could come out with
less than a
100 per cent mission success."

0151110 DAMAGI TOLLS
ZOOM IN C.AOPOOMIA
INTIVIST WIWTOI (VII

Gismo Roles

ROMEO

NEW ORLEANS — Clay L Shaw, commenting
on his
acquittal of charges by New Orleans District Attorn
ey
Jim Garrison thatdie conspired to murder President
John F. Kennedy:
"Some kind of safeguirds should be installed agains
t
the excessive powers granted to a district
attorney."

MA TIONALISI C1401011
CRASMIS 00/
IAPWAII KILLING ALL
MIOALIO IPICLUOMIG
Pivi AMELIKANS

•

love an
e
violence...a Renaissance recapitulation of 'West Side Story
social security number just as has gone
too far.
they appear in IRS files.
played with pure 1968 passion!" -PLAYBOY
Pace tiled a complaint with
If you are interested to file police
that a thief had stolen
an estimated return, be sure to all his
jokes - 3,000 of themuse the forms sent you. It will which
were locked in a suitassure that your estimated tax
case in his car.
payments are properly credited
"It's worse than losing the
to your account.
tools of your trade," Pace said.
Q - Can I deduct the assessme- "I'll
have to manage on the 200
nt I had to pay for a new side- or
so jokes I can remember off
walk?
pat."
A - No, the law generally does
not permit deductions for assessments for local benefits that tei'lt4.,C0 LOMELI]
ed to increase the value of your
property. The amount of theassessment can be capitalized, however, and added to the basis of
your property.
Q - Where can I get a copy of
"Your Federal Income Tax?"
A - This publication can be
purchased for 60 cents at local
•swe•••••rossosmems akar
Per 411/11611111 Cl2li Lava Sanisiii
IRS offices or from the SuperRIMINI IMMO 11111111Wen
te10 Ifele at=le MD
intendent of Documents, U. S.
.1111111/1111111-KIRslineall
Ce1111111111
•
Government Printing Office, Warealness at
shington, D. C. 20402. Ask for
1:4111. 3:3C. 7:00 and :
Admission: Malts PAO - Children $1.011
Publication 17.
Q - What records should I
Contact Manager for Student Group
keep on my 1968 return in case
Discounts
I'm audited?
A - Keep whatever you need
to substantiate the income and
deductions on your return. Cancelled checks, paid bills, Forms
tFt
W-2 (Wage and Tax Statement), iint COM•
-4;i4P
and 1099(U. S. Information Return for Calendar Year), bank boo- APOLLO STAMP The first
ks and similar records in addit- religious wording. an a U.S.
ion to a copy of the return, will
itthrnp since 1961 will be oh
be helpful.
this Apollo 14 comitemoraEven if you do

I
God, who at sundry times and En divers manners I
! epake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets,
1
bath in these last days spoken unto as by his Sen.
God also said: "This Is my beloved Son; hear ye
I • him." How
well are you listening to His voice?
t
1
t

since the autumn of 1044
World War IT was approaching
an end in Europe.
A thought for the day —
Balaton P. Chase said, "The only way of resumption is to re-

well as to those taxpayers who
bad a balance due of $40 Or more

LONDON UPI - British comewhen they filed their 1967 return.
Wan Johnny Pace doesn't mind
The forms are identified with the
people stealing one of his jokes
taxpayer's name, address and occasio
nally but now someon

I

•

LOuAr NS
$5,000"
Sensible Terms to
Fit Your Budget

Kentucky Mu a
Loan Plan
203 So. 5th Street
Bob La-Mastns, Mgr.

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753'. 5573

•

41$

It

•

•••••

•
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Marshall County Magistrate
District Rentap Is Offered

r United Press International
Today is Monday, March 3
e 62nd day of 1969 with 303
follow.
The moon is approaching ha
11 phase.
The morning stars are Merry, Mars and Jupiter.
l'he evening stars are Venuall
A Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1649, Congreu created the
epartment of the Interior.
In 1879, Mrs. Belva Ann
ickwood became the first woan lawyer to practice before
e Supreme Court.
In 1931, the Star Spangled
inner was designated by Conrem as the National Anthem.
In
1945, German flying
imbs were sent against the
ltish Isles for the first time
.nce the autumn of 1944
orld War II was approaching
end in Europe.
A thought for the day —
dmon P. Chase said, "The on.
way of resumption is to re.
me."

A three-man commission appointed by
County Judge J. Pal Howard ha reappointed
Marshall County into three magisterial districts - informally called North Marshall,
Central Marshall and South Marshall.
If there are objections to the plan worked
out by Gene Ray, Mark Clayton and Dr. Ray
Mofield, they. may be made in writing to Marshall County Court on March 3, the next meeting
day.
Formal objections would result in a hearing held by Judge Howard within 10 days after
they are lodged officially.

A CAMPUS POLE Attempting to gain entrance through the
front doors of a building on
the Rutgers University occupied by 40 blackstudents in Newark. N.J. white youths
carry a telephone pole to use as a battering ram.

A
nee Roles
OLLYWOOD(UPI) - Former
een Tarsan Johnny Weismuller
Butterfly McQueen (who

Spring Fire
Season Is
Approaching

yed in "Gone With the Wind)
re cast for cameo roles in
"The
vnx" at Warner Bros.

'dry conditions which prevail,"
"You are within the law to
burn open fires between the hours of 4:30 p.m. and 12:00 midnight, providing all reasonable
precautions are taken, such as
cutting and piling flammable material and clearing around the
area to prevent fire from spreading. Even then if the tire
escapes, you are responsible for
the cost of suppressing the fire
and any damage it causes." said
M cCuiston.

Tree Planting
Can Be Real
Investment

Commissioners placed an almost equal number of voters in the proposed new district
s.
District 1 (North Marshall) will have
3.977:
District 2 (Central Marshall) will have
3,869
and District 3 (South Marshall) will have
3,850.
The difference of 118 between the low and
high figures is allowable under guidelines growing out of the Supreme Court ruling
which is
bringing about reapportionzneht in many counties and states.
Marshall now has five districts. Magistr
ates
are Roy Lovett, District 1; John Dyke,
District
2; Burnis Dowell, District 3; Aaron
Ivey, District 4, and Cratus York, District 5.
The number of registered Voters
is out of
NAMED CHAIRMAN

balance as much as four to one under the present plan.
The proposed redistricting would put Lovett
and York against each other in new District 1
in the May primary election.
Both have filed for reelection. If the new
plan is finally approved, York would simply
be
required to amend his petition to read District 1 instead of District 5. The district
ineludes Hardin, Ross, Olive, Brewers, South
Marshall and South Benton.
Dyke and Dowell have said they will not
seek reelection.
This would leave the other two districts lined
up by candidates as follows:
District 2 (West Benton, North Benton, West
Marshall, Draffenville and Briensburg precincts)—Aaron Ivey, incumbent, and Earnie
Collins.
District 3 (Sharpe, Palma, Gilbertsville,
Little Cypress and Calvert City No. 1 and
2
precincts) — Boyce Chumbler, Charles
Peck,
Lonnie Smith and Bubby Devine.
The commission won the praise of
Judge
Howard and other county officials.
The board thoroughly mapped the
county
and made an extensive study in order to
bring
the registered voter total in line with
requirements under the high court ruling.

Homemaker
Of Today H IS
Things Easier

A NATION MOURNS Honor guards
stand at attention
around the casket of former
Israeli Premier Levi Eshkol in
the Knesset iParliamenti Plaza
in Jerusalem as mourners
file past.. Embkol died of a
heart seizure. He was 71.

Nashville'sfinest
entertainment
station.

HANOI CLAIM DISPUTED

WASHINGTON UPI - Sen. John
WASHINGTON UPI - The State
J. Sparkman, D-La. has been naDepartment Wednesday disputed
med chairman of the Joint ComWinter is over and spring is
a Hanoi claim that North Vietnam
mittee on Defense Production.
Just around the corner, and CaBy Tony Luciano
had no "understanding" with WaThe committee haythe responlloway County Forest Ranger BoService Director
shington that South Vietnamese
sibllity for constantly reviewing
yce McCuLston Is getting ready
Kentucky Division of Forestry natiota
cities would not be shelled during
l cipkose AA security-pr.
_kg the spring fire season which
errpearrtatirs.-Department spoControlling wild fires and wobairns authorised,ender the Do'.
will begin March 1 and be in
Do
you own idle or non-produc- tense
odland fires in Calloway County
Today's modern homemaker kesman Carl Bartch said"There
effect until May 15, 1969.
Production Act.
tive land? Is your land threatened
takes advantage of many time- was an understanding wttich they
Since the fall fire season,Ran- has become very important. To
or damaged by erosion? If your
saving foods daily, which prob- know very well and we expect
ger McCuiston has been busy wo- do this we have had to have strianswer is yes to either or both
ably dernot even occur to her as to live up to it."
rking on his equipment getting it cter law enforcement by Out Law
of these questions, then you owe
Now it is possible to carry a being convenience foods. Someready for the spring season. This Enforcement Officer, Ed Joiner,
It to yourself and your family to petite vinyl sun pillow
to the one else bakes the bread, churns
consists of painting fire towers, and other Division of Forestry
consider tree planting - a money beach or even on a trip.
A small the butter, cans the soup and
working on trucks and fire plows, personnel. We hope it will not be
MILLER SERVICES
making
investment.
drawstring pouch with inner even prepares meals which rerepairing hand tools and radios. necessary to become even strictTree
plantin
g
control
s
and
prelining
er
pulls
in
apart
the
future.
and inflates quire only quick-heating in an
Most of all, the County Ranger's
vents erosion. It can pay for a easily - presto,
a long and oven..
• time is spent patrolling his coBUFFALO UPI - Funeral sercollege
educati
on
for
your
childnarrow pillow just the right size
The homemakers of earlier vices
nary, talking to people, and putt- "If you have some burning to ren,
for
or be a source of income to rest a lazy head
upon. It is days would certainly consider the last Edward C. Miller, 88,
* isp posters to familiarise the do, Save yourself some money after
surviving member of
retirement. While it is true styled in nautical color
scheme the above mentioned items con- the "Buffa
residents with the Kentucky fire and embarrassment by calling that
trees take time to reach a of navy with red
lo Germans" basketlocal
your
Forest
Ranger
the
or
venienc
drawstr
foods,
e
ing and
laws.
although today ball team that
merchantable size, this period white lining.
ran up a Ill-game
Distric
Office
t
Mayfiel
at
teled,
these
items are often taken for winning
"A lot of people don't realize
is not as long as many people
streak at the turn of
granted.
that they are sebject to both fine phone 247-3913 and get their ad- think.
•
the
century, will be held today,
Pine plantations are genThere are more than 1300 di1 and impenitent If convicted of vice." asked McCuiston.
erally ready for a merchantable A.C.P. cost-sharing Is also avg.
fferent conveniences on sale in
'violating :-Ii
.
embielty fire laws,"
thinning at an age of 12 to 15 [able for site preparation and or
supermarkets today. Most of the
said Ranger lliteCeistoo. "For
Mr. McCuiston also stated, years. Recent studies show that fencing if necessary.
time needed for preparation of
example, did
know that it "While you are talking to them, pine plantations yield an
Service Foresters of the Ken- these products has
average
. is illegal to barn any opetilres ,ask about the
been spent
other services the annual return of $15 per acre. tucky Division of Forestry will by
the manufacturer. Extra nutwithin 150 feet of any woodland Kentucky Division of Forest
Trees are available in a num- visit any farm and make planting ritiona
ry
l values may also have
during the fire season tesettis?" has to offer to you. We havequ
al- ber of species from the Kentucky recommendations. Service For- been added
to these products.
"Eve: it burning; is done more Hied Service Foresters to
Divisio
make
n
of
esters
Forest
will
ry
at
also
$8.00
assist
per
landown- Every member of the family be41 than 150 feet from the woodland, recommendati
ons on reforesti- 1,000 seedlings. There is a min- ers in developing management
nefits from convenience foods,
but capable of spreading to it ng, tree diseases,
tree planting, imum order of 500 seedlings. plans for present woodlands.
and today mother can even sathrough grass or other flammab- marketing and utilizat
ion of tim- A. C. P. cost-sharing is availabFor further information on tr- ve time when
le material, it is still a violation ber; as well as
feeding the new-,
give advice on le from the A. S. C. S. Office in ee planting and other woodland
est arrival to the family.
of the Kentucky forest fire laws." timber stand improv
ement, liar- your county at the rate of $20.00 services, contact the Kentucky
An item increasing with mothe explained. "These laws are vesting and other
woodland oper- per 1,000 seedlings. This covers Division of Forestry at 304 West
hers is ready-to-use infant forvery necessary during the fire ations."
the cost of the trees and $12.00 Walnut Street in Mayfield, Kenmula. Ready-to-use formula not
seasons because of extremely
towards the actual
planting. tucky, or call 2474913.
only saves mother considerable
time in formula preparation, but
also assures her that her newborn is receiving a consistent
nutritious food.
Although the concentrated liquid formulas used widely today
were a major improvement over
the earlier evaporated milk, water and sugar formulas of the
1930's ready-to-use formulas are
rapidly becoming the form for
everyday use because of their
added time-saving qualities.
• POTIET TtAsSFistaie
One firm reports that sales
$ VIM PICA! WO *AWN
tOf its ready-to-use form have
11161121,
doubled over the last two years,
?,ts spout iefil tirtata r
and it has been estimated that
this year ready-to-use formula
sales will make up 25 percent
of the total business.
Ready-to-use formula in cans
Is ideal for.
everyday use. With
this convenient form the drudgery of formula preparation is
eliminated. Just open the 8 fluid ounce can(for single feedings),
or the 32 fluid ounce can(a full
day's supply), pour into the bottle and mother is ready to feed
6,50 x 13 tubeless
blac Swell
baby.
plus $1.79 Fed.
Ready-To-use formulas save
Ex Ti.. No
trade-in needed.
mother considerable time at all
hours of the day. The 2 a.m,
•'Extra tough Tufityn rubber adds.sl
feeding, for example, is made
rength
to the body and miles lo the tread
easier with ready-to-use formula
• More than 8.000 gripping edges
in disposable glass bottles. Since
give
good Ira( lion to start - atop the unopened bottles are stored
rain or shine
at room temperature The formula
• Modern wrap-around tread provides
does not require heating. The
steering control in the turns
only labor required is to add
% uia IIFFB AVMAW Of MESE OINII SIZES TOO'
a standard nipple unit and mot,
her is ready to feed baby.
Fed. Cr, Tat
en let Tire boil Tire Per Tire.
Oat
The convenient ready-to-use
TZ
Price
Price N. Trot/N.1es
formulas are also valuable time- —___ ......
Needed
.
$17.11 $ 1.15
S mu Sleek
savers for a supplemental feedal 79
YAWN 1.25.411 ....Setae
$1.79
1.3..14 IAN*
ing
by mothers who are breast
51111.54 $ 11.411
$207
WNW
BUY TWO
_ _—_
feeding. Ready-to-use formulas
. — 422.16 411.54
12 07
7.7s44 Illiiek- $111.61 $ 1.55
1.220
AND SAVE- OFFER
are also ideal and convenient
$22.110 $11.45
.., White
$220
for use by babysitters, when the
F11.31
ENDS SAT NIGHT! 12514 Slick
$236
whit0 f22.45
PTAs /it"
family is eating out, and of cour$2.35
se when mother is ill and not
anxious to go through the timeconsuming formula preparation
routine.
Formula feeding today is amosualasum MICRO -WAVE Balanced
ag the easier tasks for mother
, $1.50 per Wheel
because of ready-to-use formulk IA SE AT COVERS AT CLOS
as, and consequently she has
E-OUT PRICE S
more time for herself and her
baby.

1

Today & Tues.*
He's on a rampage!
.\11111,11n,
TIII: STRANGER
RET11RNS"

6:30 AM Country Junction
3:30 PM Ciiligan's Island
4 PM Big Show

6,10 PM News,Weather,Sports
10:30 PM Perry Mason

il

* NOW *
SHOWING

; a poem of youth,love an
ulation of 'West Side Story
-PLAYBOY

yqe,

COLOR TV SPECIALS

Only

is

11111111 11011t 6111 1101kil$11
MO NIWNW IMEI
••••
•

- MOM

•-

, 3:34. 7:04 and 5:35
Children $1.55

SHOP & COMPARE
Curtis-Mathis

Offers Such
,
Quality & Price

'399"
with a
qualified
trade

i

eat Group Dneesuate

V

1
Mt
i t Vilk Ill BUY FIRST TIRE AT REGULAR PRICE...
GET SECOND TIRE AT /
1
2 REGULAR PRICE!

&" WE CAN MATCH ANY QUALITY
0" WE CAN TOP ANY PRICE
WE CAN TOP ALL WARRANTIES

C

ONLY
OFFERS
THE 8-YR. PRO RATED PORE TUBE WARRANTY
2 Full Years PLUS 6 Years Pro-Rated
TV REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS
FAST,
EXPERT SERVICE ON COLOR
. . AND
BLACK & WHITE
— All Work Fully Guaranteed
—
ALSO ANTENNA & TOWER WOR
K
Many Good Used-TVs

BUY NOW ON OUR EASY PAY PLAN—FREE
MOUNTING!

YOU'RE
ALWAYS
NUMBER
ONE
WITH US

Murray, Ky.
Phone 7034573

ILBRE

•t•
.

210 E .

Ma in
Mu rray, K y

-MATHS

•
National Poison Prevention
Week occurs in March.

SERVICE CENTER

"We Truly Appreciate Your Business"
312 N. 4th
753-586

•
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Bowling Standings

Basketball Tournament
March 6, 7,& 8, 1969
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY FIE
LDHOUSE
Murray, Kentucky
TOURNAMENT MANADER,

MR. VERNON SHOWN

OFFFICIALS — ALBERT
FINLEY and

learray High

GERALD HAMM

Doors Open: 6:00 Thursday, March
6, and

Sparse:bikers

!larch 7, 700
Callosay Coe*
March 6, 7;00
North Marshall
March 8, 7:30
Benton
'iamb 6, 8:45
South

March 7, 845

GAB&

TIMER — IL Z. 0000010N
SCORER — BILLY NIX

BPI

ir Ci

Admission: Students

75( Adults

SOUTH MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL

D. Hoyle Eaton And National Champion
Red Water Rex

BENTON HIGH SCHOOL
"Indians"

Player's Name

too
It

No
Eft.
Blue White
5355
6-3

Pos.

Rkbard Perry
Roger Oliver
Gary McGregor
PIM Norwood

ii
S.

C
IP
F

25 25
35 45
15 31
21 IN

V
0
V

Rumen Palmer
Don Startle
Larry Daniell
i.e Reed

F
0
0
C
0
F

Or.
12
12
11

64
6-1
6-1
5-11
4-1
6-11
6-1
5-10

45 43
41 35
24 14
Int 22
43 23
23 41
1115
31 21

r

Sherman Cothran
Dennia Smith
Jim Hail
Jim Slack
Kodak Oliver

11
U
11
10
10
0

5-1
114
54
5-11

9

COACH — Charlie Lampiey
ASST COACH — Bobbie NorswortIty
PRLNCI1PAL — WWta

Cothran

CHEERLEADERS—Karen Sires& Regina
Stone, Pam
Treas. Miriade Doom. Pat Swift. Lea
Mustard.
SCHOOL COLORS — Red. Blue. Gray.
MANAGERS — Jerry Dowdy, Brent Copela
nd. Dennis
keys.

CALLOWAY

COUNTY

HIGH

SCHOOL

"Laken"
Player's Name

Pos

Artie Haneline

F

Mike Ernstberger

G

Charles ftwakdmg
Darrell Quaver
Don aellay

Wh.te Red Blue
52 51 53
34

35 35

Or

II-4

12

5-7

12

F

32

33 33

6-1

11

lt-G

54

55 21

64

11

40

41

41

64

11

24

25 25

6-2

10

F-C

42

45 45

6-1

10

C

M

21

55

II-2

14

51

.

Joey Williams

G

50

51

5-8

10

Dennis sears

G

44 43 43

s-t

14

C•F

31

31

31

0-5

10

0

31

31

31

5-10

10

6-2

16

Gary Evans
earns. Crawford

.

Gal/ Doran

I r.„

Ht.

F-C

Jimmy Lassiter
Pete Roney

No

...... F

Sammy Todd

E

22 23 23

COACH — Roy Cothran
PRINCIPAL — Howard Crittenden
CHEERLEADERS — Gail Furche
s. Elisabeth Nance.
Barba's tame. Shirley Hays. Donna
Williams.
SCHOOL COLORS — Red. Whte
Blue
MANAGERS — Tim Morgan. Willia
n Stowell. Johnny

MURRAY

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
"Colts"

Players Name

Pos

No
Blue

Bob AJong

•

Ht

Or

White

V

$3 3$

, I4

Steve Arant

0

25 34

54

Ronnie Boyd

IF

41

54

C

Ste.e Cc viii

42

13

111
10

43 40

1-11

12

Rennie (ohms

0

33

32

5-10 •

11

Mark Elberton

G

13

44

5-9

10

Hal Kemp

C

23

22

11-1

12

Grant Rodman

r

55

52

5-10

10

Don Overby

F

25

24

5-11

11

Jay Richey .'

G

51

54

5-0

12

Nelson Waldrop

.F

31

34

6-1

12

G

21

24

5-10

11

Steve Willoughby
COACH — Terry Shelton

PRINcirAL — Vernon Shown
CHEERLEADERS — Carolyn Hendon, Glenda
White
Linda Houston. Liz Gowan& bbelia Station
s. and
Jane Arrant
HOOL COLORS — Blue and Gold.
MANAGER — Steve MeCaiston

6

$1.25

"Rebels"

ft
a

Player's Name

Poe

No

Maroon

Whitt

Jim Gritty

C

45

44

Jim Myers

F

53 10

Greg Moores

G

15

Tommy Thompson

F

33 32

14

VMS

High Ind. Game Scratch
Valada Stuart
241
Margaret Morton
183
Jean Chancey
181
High Ind. Game WHC
Valetta Stuart
254
Margaret Morton
220
Mary Contri
219
Nigh Ind. Series Scratch
Jean Chancey
490
Mary Smith
496
Margaret Morton
471
High Ind. Series WHC
Valada Stuart
610
Jean Chancey
607
Mary Contri
600
Splits Comm/eel
Rowena Emerun 5-6-10 & 3-10
Ona Birdsong
3-10
Martha Ails
5-6
Peggy Tobey
2-10
Ann Grogan
3-10
Mary Contri
4-5
Top Ten Averaging
Mary Smith
15P
Shirley Wade
131
Jean Chancey
150
Margaret Morton
148
Polly Owen
144
(hia Birdsong
Plaais bum The Commercial Amapa/
141
Martha Ails
140
to Canada where the dog won Peggy Tobey
4,40
_zaa
the Saskatchewan Chicken Chu'. VerOxilUrolfin
197
lonship.
Valada Stuart
130
Glenda Hill

Friday, March 7 - 8:30 Satur
day, March 8

*array U. School

b

DILLAR OR DOLLAR
BOWLING LIAGUR
Week of Feb. 21, 1949
Team
W.
L
Sparemakers
51
29
Twisters
43
37
Four Seasons
41% 38%
Befuddled Four
41% 38%
Trumpets
40
40
Astro*
97% 4240
4 Fantastic.
37% 42W
Glory Stompers
30
50 .
High Teem Gam ,
Four Seasons
ela
Astro+
5111
Sparemakers
High Team Serie.
Four Seasons
1671
Astro'
1835

Ht

6-4

_Red Water Rex Named As
Best Bird Dog At Trials

5-11

Watch for
Sue and Charlie's
seNG Oreltiff

5-10

GRAND JUNCTION, Tenn. UPI rewarded his handlbt's filth..
Rex won the title on the nearRed 'Walter Rex, the National
Eddie Setwita
Bird Dog Champion of 1969, Sat- by Ames Plantation for his ownG
23 241
S-II
urday made his trainer the sec- ers E. B. Alexander and W. T.
Dennis Owens
G
25 30
5-11'
oad man to captitre consecutive Pruitt, kennel owners at Jackson,
David Davis
F
11 22
5-11
titles in the 70 year history of Miss.
During the two week competitCharles Brien
diampionship.
C
13 34
5-10
Owners of the 7-year-old liver ion Rex performed in the best
Steve Willett
G
55 12
5-10
is
and white pointer were persuaded style of any of the almost 50
Ed Hare
G
35 42
5-9
er •
by handler D. Hoyle Eatonof Boo- dogs that were selected for viewWilliam Durham
neville, Miss., not to retire Rex ing.
C
43 24
6-0
ii
to study a year ago and the dog
Joe Galloway
C
41 54
6-2
0
The dog was credited with
eight game contacts and with
(0%LH — lee warren
backifig his bracemate once in
PRINCIPAL — A. N. Duke, Jr
a three-hour run last Tuesda
y.
Eaton, woo the top prize a
CHEERLEADERS — Karen Chambem
Leta Willie,
year ago with Biggins White KniCharlotte Brien. Libby Edwards. Dana
THURSDAY NIGHT MIXED
Carpenter.
ght, now retired, received a sllDOUBLES LEAGUE
ver cup and a $2,000 cash prize
SCHOOL COLORS — Maroon and Gray
Week of Fob. 20. 14110
for the championship.
Team
W.
L.
MANAGERS — Roger Pierce. Mike
Woolfolk
Reapers
62
22
Red Birds
60
Paul Walker of Mocksville,
24
ae Slum
N. C., last won back-to-back tit38
26
Pin Busters
50
34
les in 1960 and 1961 with Home
NORTH MARSHALL HIGH SCHO
OL
Night Owls
49
35
Again Mike and Spacemaster.
Alley Cats
45
39
The life of this year's cham"Jets"
Demons
37
47
pion was threatened two years
Player's Name
Pos
Rollers
No
35% 48% ago when large
Ht
a
tumor was fouBenots
34% 49% nd encircl
WD
ing a section of his
1. D. Barrett
Strikes
20
58
G
11 11
54
backbone.
12
NEW HOUR S
Night Riders
%Then Beth
25
59
C
35 55
6-2
12
L AS.
Sunda
y
Glenn Davis
22
11:30
62
am to 8:30 pm
C
41 41
6-3
12
After surgery at Auburn UnivHigh Team Series
Tuesday through Saturday 4:00pm to
Steve Davis
. F
33 35
4-2
ersity
to remove a section of fle10:00 pm
Night Owls
2172
!McKie Coelur
We Are Closed On Monday
F
15 15
6-1
Reapers
10
2015 sh and bone fragments Rex recovHarry Faith
0
3 03
Spares
3-91
12
1999 ered.
Rodney Griggs
It was early last year when
1,
High Teem Game
13 13
6-3
11
Herman Harrington
Night Owls
F
31 31
819 Rex's owners suggested that the
41-2
12
Dale Hughes
Reapers
743 dog retire, but Eaton asked for
21 21
5-14
11
Night Owls
3782 one more chance. He took Rex
Rickle Hughes
ARrerk,
1
23 23
6-1
IS
MEN:
Jim Johnston
0
25 25
6-1
12
High
Ind. Serial
Jim Smith
•
43 43
6-1
11
Don Abell
592
Charles Doty
C
6-1
T. C. Hargrove
le
.... 573
Ronnie Faith
.
G
Lyman Dixon
5-14
10
587
Roger Stort
High Ind. Game
0
5-15
11
Don ALsobrook .....
211
COACH — Don Breeden
Lyman Dixon
214
L J. Hendon
211
PRINCIPAL — Barney Thweat
t
Don Abell
211
WOMEN:
CHEERLEADERS — Patty Dacus,
Rhonda Darnell,
High hid. !Series
Billie Dowell, Marcia Lindsey. Ann
McLeiriore,
Mildred Hodge
519
Linda Pershing.
Betty Dixon
513
Bobbie
SCHOOL COLORS — Red. White
Garrison
488
and Blue.
High Ind. Game
MANAGERS — Leslie Breeden. Bill
Mildred Hodge
230
Doyle. Jeff Festet
Betty Dixon
205
Peggy Hendon
190
Top "Five" Averages Wen/
MURRAY HIGH SCHO
OL
Jim Neale
118
Delmar Brew
180
Each
"Tigers"
Lyman Dixon
179
Hargrove _—...... 179
Players Name
T.
C.
Pos
No
lit
Or
L. J. Hendon ___..... 174
Pleats 3c Each Extra
White Black
Noble Knight
1
- 73
1.5.5 Crites
Ted Hurt
C
3454
173
4-5
It
Top 'Five" Averages (Women)
Dana Gish
C-E
50 50
6-2
12
Bobbie Garrison
160
Gary Taylor
G-F
22 2.2
Marilyn Parks
5-3
12
Save money on your dry cleaning bills
130
now! Bring your
William Hornbuckle
Betty Dixon
F
34 34
skirts to Boone's Cleaners in
153
4-0
12
quantity. Every Skirt
Patsy Neale
Allen Hudspeth
150
Sanitone Dry Cleaned, Detail
E
52 52
6-1
11
Premed returned on
Kay Las ,
4
150
Pat Lamb
hangers packaged In plastic bags.
G
14 14
Bring all your dry
Judy Parker
5-9
11
149
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners
Albert %colt .
Janet Jones
now!
•
30 30
149
5-11
11
—Fred Paul Stalls, Sec -Tress.
Bob Ward
F
44 44
6-2
11
This Special In Effect
Sieve Hale
•
12 12
At All 5 Locations
LOCKHART SENTENCED
5-9
10
David Aleaander
For A Limited Time Only.
O
10 10
5-14
10
Dayton Lasater
F
42 42
6-1
111
BUFFALO, N. Y. UPI - Char
Johnny Williams
Offer En& Sat—
13
2025
5-4
10
les Lockhart, the former HousMach bib
COACH—Bob Toon
split
Oiler
end
who
pulled
ton
At Closing Time.
ASST. COACH—Jerry Shelto
nt
Oiler
General Mana pistol on
PRINCIPAL— ill Al
..r
ager Don Klosterman in November, Thursday vu sentenced to
coLORS
ItackAnd. Gold
three . Months In jail. Lockhart,
Convenient
pulled the .92 caliber autoCIIEFR UFA DIF:Rs
Debbie Edman.
--"sCMG
Klosterman's office lain
c
Locat
ions To
Ale•ander Kathy _ILsokhaft.
-14-Alky
deft.
Nov.. 26 in a dispute over
mcnourn. Jennie Barker '
Serve
You
Lockha
Better.
rt sittc1 the team
$13,000
tAlt.i
"The World's Moat Recom
mended
owed him.
Dry Cleaning"
64

BOWLING
STANDINGS

MARCH 6

9

Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies

.Ighw1Eay. and CHARLIEL,'S
4

WINTER DRYCLEANING SPECIAL!

SKIRTS

1

Sanitone
Dry Cleaned
Detail
Pressed

49

BOONE'S

5

•

•

5)

•

I)

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

5.•
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ONDAY —MARC111.130

owling Standings a
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
BOWLING LIAGUS
Week of Feb. 21, 190
ant
W. L
aranakers
51 29
finer,
43 37
gr Seasons
41% 38,
1
fuddled Four
41% 38'i
umpets
40 40
tros
37% 42itt
Fantastic,
37% 413r
ory Stompers
30 50 ,
High Teas Dame
,Ur

•

* RACERS fl TOPPLE WESTERN
1e
4.

0

UK Can Wrap Up SEC Race
By Beating Auburn Tonight

ell

Se110013/

troll
575
,aremakers
569
High Team Series
LZr SeLS011$
1671
anis
1635
eremakers
1588
High Ind. Genie Scratch
dada Stuart
irgaret Morton
183
an Chancey
181
High Ind. Game WHC
dada Stuart
254
argaret Morton
220
ary Contri
219
High lad. Series Scratch
an Chanimy
499
ary Smith
406
argaret Morton
471
High Ind. Soria WHC
alada Stuart
610
an Chancey
607
ary Contri
600
Splits Converted
wens Emerson 5-6-10 & 3-10
na Birdsong
3-10
artha Ails
54
sggy Tebey
2-10
nn Grogan
3-10
ary Contri
4-3
Top Ten Averages
ary Smith
nrley Wade
131
san Chancey
150
argaret Morton
148
Dlly Owen
144
na Birdsong
141
artha Ails
140
eggy Toby
mut
1,40
eriitif-Z6
- 4an
alada Stuart.130'
lends Hill
12ti

is?

for
Charlie's
maw

•
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By RABUN MATTHEWS
Wildcats would have to still b.
ATLANTA UPI - The final cha- considered in the driver's seat
se to the wire for the Southeast- in the race for an unprecedented
By GENE McCUTCHEON
that Western could come to the
24th league championship, since
emn Conference champioach
The Murray State Racers OVC leaders for the rest
lp the finals would
of the
it generally conceded to
Lexin
be
in
gton
waltzed to victory over the night.
be a walk- where Kentu
cky has averaged
▪ away for Kectucky-c
Weste
rn
Kentu
cky
Unive
Murra
rsity
y's widest margin of
ould yet be nearly
97 points a game this
a real scramble U last
Hilltoppers here Saturday night the night casne with
Saturday year,
6:12 re
• was any criterion.
to the tune of 80-79.
maining when Claude Virden
Brock also are trying to move
oitri
By FRED DOWN
In
other
actio
n
last
weeke
Claud
nd
e
Virde
Saturday's season - ending gan was again the put in a layup to give the Rainto the $100,000 class. The big
UPI Sports Writiar
Kentucky warmed up for Vanderman for the Racers as he cers a 16 point lead, 75
me in Lexington, Ky., betwe
to 50.
en bilt by trouncing Alaba
The eight unsigned members thers--pitchere Nelson Brilea dropped
in 27 points and pull- Following Virden in the scorma 108the Wildcats and SEC runne
of the St„ Louis Cardinals learn- and Ray Washburn and infield- ed down
rup
79
as
Dan
Issel
scored 35, Aub17 rebounds. Virden ing column was Blondett
Tennessee could be a blood-lettwith
urn knocked over Georgia Tech ed today what National League ers Julian Javier, Dal Maxvill scored 22 of his total points in 16 points and
ing deluxe in the fight for
Young and Stocks
pitchers in the 1940-80 era knew
d Mike Shannon are under- the second
the 87-85; Mississippi jumpe
hall.
with
d upend only too
NCAA spot, or it could be
12
points
each.
stood to be asking for more
lust knocked off Flori
The Hilltoppers drew first The Racers hit
da by 79-77 and lal speak well: That Stan htus- money
another game. Much depends
41 of 63 field
. Msotvill was the lowest- blood on a free throw
s softly but carries
on
by Rich goal attempts for an average
the outcome of two games tonigh LSU by 78-76,despite Pete Mara- beg stick.
paid Cardinal regular last sea- Hendrick
of
t. vich's 49 points in
with
18:37
remai
49.2
ning
per
losin
a
cent
g eff- Musial, a vice presi
and they dropped
Kentucky can clinch the crown
dent of the son at $37,500.
in
the
first
ort,
half
and
and
in
Georg
a
little
27
ia,
winch
of
25 free throws for a
earlier Cardinals who
tonight. All they have to do is
Steve Carlton, who finished over a minut
previoudy had
e later with 17:25 77.1 per cent average.
beat Mississippi State 95-80, took taken
• beat Auburn in Auburn,
a soft line in his relations the 1968 season with a 1341 remaining on
Ala. no It on the chin
the
clock
HenLeading
from Florida, 86- with the player
mean feat these days. The Tigs, suddenly butt- matt after a fast start. signed drick was fouled by Don Fun- ing was the Hilltoppers scor78, as Neal Walk scored 34 for ed out
tt ers have lost
Jerome Perry with 19
at the team's holdouts Sunday shortly after Musters ileinan as he was shoot
but once at home
ing and points, followed by Hendrick
the winners.
Xt. this season
caustic comments. The Cardin- Hendrick
in St. Petersburg, Fla.
and that defeat was
dropp
ed
in two more with 17 and McDaniels with 16.
Atnong the major independents, "They're
administered with one second
out of line," said als believe the 6-foot, 4-inoh, points from the gift stripe
Western hit only 28 of 69
to
remaining, by a single point, all of which finished their seas- Musial. "We've always been 215-pound left-hander can deve- put the Hilltoppers
in front 3-0. held goal tries for a 37.7 per
by Georgia. Saturday, Tennessee ons Saturday, Georgia Tech's very fair with them. Individual- lop into the best pitcher in the
Murra
y's
Hector Blondett was cent average and 27 of
45 free
fell to the upstart Tigers 71-60 super sophomore center Rich ly, few of them had the kind of league within two or three fouled by Jerome Perry
with throw attempts for an average
as John Mengelt racked up 24 Yunkus set a single game Tech season last year that would years.
17:21 left in the half and Blon- of 60 per
cent.
scoring record of 41 points but,merit large increases.
While the training camps still dett regist
points.
And I
ered Murray's first.
total of 61 fouls were callIt was a most inopportune loss the Yellow Jackets lost to Tulane know that on the strength of buzzed with news of Mickey
re by sinking his free shot. ed in the game,
33 against the
80-77
Mantl
what
Flori
.
e's
da
State
they
retir
close
ement
have
with
d
,
done ;Bob Gibfor the Vols, coming hard on the
seconds later Western's Racers and 28 charg
ed to the
heels of Kentucky's stunning 101- victories over Florida Southern son is the only $100,000 ball Aaron of the Atlanta Braves big Jim McDanieLs dropped in Hilltoppers.
indicatgd that 1969 could be his a jump
99 defeat by Vanderbilt, a team 84-79 and Miami 89-86 in over- player."
shot to give the Hill.
Six
players fouled out in the
that had lost seven of nine prev- time; the Hurricanes beat Jack- Gibson, who had a 22-9 re- last season: Aaron, 35, pointed tappers their largest lead
of game—three from each squad—
sonville, 95-86; and Virginia Te- cord and a 1.12 earned run av- out that his prinicpal goal has the night, 5-1, with
ious,gam es.
17:13
re- and three other players on the
been to reach 3,000 hits that maining in
erage in 1968, is believed to
the half.
be be
Should Tennessee best Vandy ch knocked off TuLlne 79-76 and
toot had four fouls as the final
now has 2,792.
- --The Racers battled back with torn sound
and Kentucky lose to Auburn, the Houston '74-68 but lost 82-77 to seeking a $125,000 salary and
ed.
`I've always said I'll play Un- two field
butfieklers Curt Flood and Lou
West Virginia.
goals by Blondett and
Ron Johnson, Gary Wilson and
til I get 3,000 hits," said Aaron. one apiec
e by Funneman a
Stocks fouled out from the
"When that comes I'll have to Virden and
a free throw by Murray squad and
give serious consideration to Jimmy Youn
Western lost,
g to tie the were MeDaniels,
Glover and J um
whether I'll play any more. If at 10 all
with 13:34 remaining Rose.
can have a good year, the in the half.
Hector Blondett was
Murray is now the leader in The Racers' yon r-unneman (24) mane tins snot over
•kind I always anticipate having, fouled by
Clarence Glover with the OVC—pend
this could be it."
ing the outcome big Jim McDaniels (44) of the Hilltoppers head. West12:56 remaining in the half
ern's Jim Rose (11) and Jerome Perry (25)
On other fronts: The Los An- and Blondett
are getting
geles Dodgers reached fall from the gratis sank two shots of the Morehead-East Tennessee In position for a possible rebound while
Ron Johnson
stripe
to
put
the clash tonight. If Morehead sho- (40) of
strength with the arrival of Racers in the
the Thoroughbreds lcioks
lead for good.
uld win at East Tennessee the
*lichen! Don Drysdale and
The Thoroughbreds largest
photo by R. L. Gammertsfelder
OVC title would have to be deClaude Deft; outfielder Ron lead of the
half came with6:46 cided by
os,
a playoff between the
Fairly and catcher Tom Haller left ori' the
clock when
m Eagles and the Racers. Shoul either Western or East Ken—Pitcher Gerry Arrigo and se- Stocks dropp
Murray State (19) — Virden
d tucky. The OVC winner
ed in both shots East Tenne
will play
°end baseman Tommy Helen on a one-p
ssee defeat Morehead
in the first round of the NCAA 27, Blondett 16, Young 12, Johnlus-one situation to the Racer
s
s will be crowned
agreed to terms with the
son 4, Streety 8, Funneman 2,
Midea
Cin- put the Racers in front by 13 Ohio Valle
y Champs with an dale. st Regional at Carbon- Stocks 12, Romani 3, Wilson 5.
cinnati Reds, leaving only Pete points, 35-20.
Illino
is,
next
Satur
day
11-3
confe
rence record.
Western Kentucky (79) — MeRose, Jack Fisher, and Chico From this
point the Racers
If a playoff is necessary it against Marquette.
Ruiz unsigned.
Daniels 16, Hendricks 17, Rose
seamed to have no trouble con•
Score
by
Halve
s
will
playe
d on a neutral site
Manager Al Lopez of the Chi- taining the
11, Perry 19, Glover
Murray
Hilltoppers and the this Wedne
45 44-89 2, Bright 2, Walsh 6, Banks
sday, probably at
cago White Sox announced that scbre at the
117Sotrth4lh
6, Russell,
East Side of Square
Western
half was 45 to 34
34
45
—
79
he is switching Tom McCraw in favor of
Haikins.
Murray State.
to the outfield and making Pete
The Racers were cold for the
Ward his regular first baseman first five minut
es of play after
the intermission and Western
took advantage of the cold
streak and poured in 6 points
while limiting the Murray five
to only two. This gave the Murray Racers only a 6 point lead
at 47 to 41 and was the closest

Stan Musial "Speaks Softly
But Carries A Big Stick"

se

FOR QUALITY UNSURPASSED...

WIE HOUR 11A1111111MIC

ya,Prescriptions Are Tax Deductible
ANOTHER HOLLAND DRUG lit IN
MURRAY!

ANNEA lGOODS
SALE
441 531 631
131
RANGES .GpIttuit
12F
5

Hush Puppies

UR S
8:30 pm
4:00pm to 10:00 pm
)n Monday

:HARLIE'S
AarLT.

SPECIAL!

Florida Temple

9.

$1 E00

COVINGTON, Ga. UPI - It'
called the "funny car" in
racing circles because a special
real-axle construction permits
it to rear back and do tricks on
two wheels.
The funny car is light, less
than 1,000 pounds, and very fast,
reaching speeds of close to ZOO
miles an hour..
Sunday it was the instrument
in one of the worst tragedies in
U. S. auto racing history.
A bright, orange funny car,
driven by veteran racer Houston
Platt of Atlanta swerved out
of
control near the finish line of
a rural drag race strip in North
Georgia and slammed into spectators lining a chain link fence.
Eleven persons were killed
and about 50 others injured. The
Yellow River drag strip near
aigton had no guard rail between the quarter-mile track
and
the 5,000 fans.
Because it lacks the spectator
rotection, it is not sanctioned
by the American Hot Rod Assoc
tion or the National Hot Rod
ssociation.
Platt released a parachute rig
n the back of the car in an attemt to slow his 180 MPH speed,
t the vehicle shot up a grassy
k and crashed into the fence,
'ling over men, women and
ildren like ten pins.
"The car just disintegrated,"
d Ennis Sanders, a spectator,
latt was not injured.
Another observer, Robert Cly, 20, sitting in the grandstand
aid he "saw fiberglass start
Lying through the air..and I saw
piece hit a little boy in the
ead just as his father picked
in) up."
Clay took some of the injured
a hospital,
"The little boy died in the car
t the first red light," he said.
'I saw a man go about ZO feet
nto the air and land at my feet,"
aid Johnny Smallwooll, 21. "He
as choking on bldod."

40

490
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Skirt
td on
IF dry

DNE'S

is happy to offer you this free and exclusive
service to help you qualify for Federal Income
Tax deductions and insurance claims.

HEALTH SAV-A-TAX

By DONALD S. PHILLIPS

or

3c Each Extra

HOLLAND DRUGS-

agster
leven At
Georgia Track

Pink or White Seedless

Size

Each

I

SPORTS

Claude Virden Pumps In 27,
Murray Is No. One in OVC

.)

0

ITITANERS

Most Recommended
, Cleaning"

New Tax Saving Plan
We will keep for you a permanent
record of your prescription purchases
give you a receipt for all prescripti
ons—then, before Federal Income Tax
time we will make available to you
a record of all your prescription purchases made during the year.

IN THIS WAY ... you can show proof of

your purchases!

Upon receipt of your name, famil
y names and address, a record is
irnmediately started for ycu and place
d op file. Each prescription will
be listed
In your Private file and at the
same thne provide us with a comp
lete chart
of all Rx's and refills for every memb
er of the family, as well aS other
pertinent data.

What Is Health SAV-A-TAX?

Your Family Record:
1. Instantly available original
prescription numbers to cbtain refill
s.
2. Your doctor can review insta
ntly your medication over a
previous
pericd of time.
3. Total cf all prescription purch
ases is available to you fcr
tax purposes at the end of the year.
4. Harmful allergic results are
avoided. We keep allergy detail on
your
Family Record permanently

Here's ALL YOU DO for this FRE
E SERVIC

E ...

Complete This Fenn
and return to
Family Name
Address

Phone

Husband's Name
Wife's Name
Children's Names

109 South 4tn
Other Dependents

OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'Till 8 .
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MIS IS OUR WAY OF THANKING YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE FOR THE PAST 16 YEARS. WE
WHEELED AND DEALED WITH OUR SU PPLIERS TO GIVE YOU THE BEST BUYS WE HAVE EVER
OFFERED. NEVER BEFORE HAVE W E BEEN ABLE TO PASS SUCH LARGE SAVINGS ON TO
YOU. YES, WE APPRECIATE YOU AND WE WANT TO PROVE IT. IF YOU DON'T NEED A MAJOR
APPLIANCE, COME IN AND VISIT, WE APPRECIATE YOU!
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AT WARD-ELKINS WE
NEVER SELL A SERVICE POLICY -ANOTHER FRIGIDAIRE BENEFIT

11
ii

PA
Y
FO
R
TH
EM
JUNE 1, 1' N MUST

FLOOR MODEL and DEMONSTRATOR

CLOSE OUTS!

BE INSTALLED
BEFORE MAY 1 1

FRIGIDAIRE UPRIGHT
12-FT FREEZER

$169°°
17-Ff. REFRIGERATOR
ICE
$iaR"
30-IN. RANGE
DELUXE MODEL

$361.99 WIT

REFRIGIRATEORgEEZER

6000 BTU____
Ward-Elkins
ar
ins as 6 12000 BTU_
Employs 7 Factory Service Trucks to 15000 BTU.
_
19000 BTU _
Servicemen
_
Better Serve You
24000 BTU_
$19 95

FROST-PROOF MODEL F PS
5.9 Cu.
ft. with 198-lb. size freezer 159VN-1
section.

Ward-Elkins Stores
In Murray,Mayfield,Park,Tenn.

SAVE!
20 % 30% 50%
MIME

$

_ _i159.95
$209.95
_ _$229.95
_ _$279.95
1329.95

95

•

YOU CAN
•
4
• 4

Save up to 20%
or More ... On AU

APPLIANCES

e.

During This

Once-A-Year Sale!!
MURRAY'S LARGEST AND MOST
MODERN APPLIANCE STORE

15 cu. ft.

$219.95

bacitea by General Motors!
A one-ycar Warranty for repair of any defect in the entire food freezer, plus a
four-year Waranty for repair
of any defect in the refrigerating system.
5-YEAR FOOD
SPOILAGE
WARRA
NTY
x1r3
s.cur.tyl NO
strOn0.•r Food SPolla08
Neer/ Inly offered by any
tO.r menuf•clurer. Owner
I r
re.mbutafed
Is
55 00 for ellen and
every 1000 100.Ialye due
to
mechanical fa.lur• of
freezer at anyt.rne within
5 years froal data Of d•
hrOfif 40 OFKI.F.a. DUFCbaSef

$239.95

41

.---v.449041111011*J,fl1flr
^

12 Cu. Ft.
FROSTPROOF

--

Ogaiteaes.

••••
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COME SEE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF HO
ME ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS IN ALL OF WEST
KENTUCKY. WE WENT TO OUR DISTRIBUTOR
AND TO HELP US CELEBRATE OUR GIANT ANNIVERSARY SALE, THEY FURTHER REDUCED PRI
CES ON MANY ITEMS, THIS ALL MEANS THAT
IF YOU ARE THINKING OF BUYING AN Y NEW
THE LOWEST PRICES IN OUR HISTOR Y. BUY TV, STEREO, RADIO, OR RECOR DER, BUY NOW AT
NOW SAVE NOW.
It

$25.00 WORTH OF STEREO
Albums With Any Stereo Console During The Sale.

SAVE
$100°'
on RCA
Stereo

A WOOD CONSOLE
At A Table Model
PRICE!

COLOR TV'S LARGEST SCREEN

00

RCA Credenza Stereo 6-Speakers
... FM-AM and FM Stereo Radio '
ed

Color TV

AMERICA'S #1
CHOICE IN COLOR
TV

ZsI 15.41

YEAR
RUNTY

'IONERS - NOW

EM
RUED

50S

3111
_ i159.95
_1209.95
$229.95
_ j279.95
.3329.95

12 Cu. Ft.
FROSTPROOF

239.95

SAVE
oo

with trade

No One Makes A Bigger Color TV
So Why Don't You Get The Best

ON THIS

6 SPEAKER

STEREO

Tn. HALIFAX Model 01-6 1 I
dear, 296 114. in.

At Terrific Sale Savings

RCA 6-Speaker Stereo with
FM-AM and FM Stereo Radio

NO PHONE ORDERS
NO SALES TO DEALERS

RCA...Breathtaking stereo sound!

Styled to save you floor space and priced to save
you money, this giant-screen fine wood RCA
consolette is one of the finest Color TV values we've
ever offered. Its packed with deluxe features. Like
the automatic color purifier that electronically
prevants impurities in the color picture, one-set
VHF`'-fine tuning, powerful 25,000-volt chassis with
Solid State components in several key circuits
.

YOU CAN SAVE UP TO $115.00 ON COLOR TV

SAVE

slim on this

NON - SMEAR
COLOR TV

RCA Values in
Black-and -White TV

FLOOR MODEL & DEMONS
TRATOR

Big picture,
cozy consolette,
easy price!
Big-screen
pleasure in a
compact. easyto-buy consolette
High-performance
chassis

AM-FM

RADIO

$2488.
DEMONSTRATOR

Big-screen
table-top TV....
Value price!
High - performance.
family-size TV
value 20,000-volt
(design average)
chassis,

TN, PAPA ARO
Mods' 01 676
23' <bog 296 so

ONLY RCA CAN GIVE
YOU - NON SMEAR
CUR TY---

TY OWENS
IWO 11-126
zr 114, 711

le parrs

STEREO
Was

$369.95 - NOW

$269"
— ONE ONLY —

USED

TV
$2995
TRANSISTOR

EASY TERMS
FREE DELIVERY
FULL WARRANTY

RADIO
TA. SCOUT
Modol Al 026
II' Mae_ 21 sq. In. pletw•

A STEAL ON THE
LARGEST EICTURE
IN A COLOR TV
i•

$499

TAPE
RECORDERS
$lani645
SPECIAL!!

PORTABLE A
STEREO
$5888
WOOD CABINET

AM-FM RADIO

23" Giant Screen
With Easi-Tune Color
Fos con•poctly in 19 inch space.
New :lid State color demodulator
delisers the pkturt just "as th• carn•ra
$tlta D. Trans;storiz•d
Ch TOT cantral electronically avtomPilc
stabiliz
color Intensity for each channel es
g.ards incirst color fade-out.
Model G1610,
23" cliag.. 295 sq. in. picture.

CUT TO ...

$750°

$448.00
N‘ \I'\ I \r,

11(
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LBL Property Cases Given
To TVA Legal Departm

Memel 4
casansei s '
Cluumel
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
1-6 p.m. Ch. 4 JUD
COLLINS, AL VOLCKS, BOB OLSEN,
and PAUL EELLS keep
you in the know as THE PROFESSIONALS.

6 tragrLizr ammo

MONDAY — MARCH 3 1 989

GOLDEN POND, Ky., Feb. 27
—Cases of Land Between the
Lakes residents who are not
heeding Tennessee Valley Authority notices to vacate property they formerly owned are being turned over to the TVA's
legal department.
The department will take
whatever action is necessary to
remove the residents from property they have sold to TVA or
which .has been condemned by
the agency, according to LBL

territory being developed by
WA into a'camping area and a rmehl::e:t.th
see ll-BtoL W
o Relfusai
atAirad
risidtri
outrIv
ta etr
rt.
giant "outdoor classroom" pre- wrote the following to Downing:
gram of conservation.
About 45 of the families were
Jurrender the prepay
notified Jan. 1 that they would
left
have to be off the property by it necessary for the (LBL) opee.
March 1 or that their cases ations manager to refer the 1111*
would go to the TVA legal de- ter to the (TVA) legal department, since, according to the
uirtment for action.
A TVA official said this notice order of the district court, they
simply meant that legal proceed- (TVA) must apply to the court
ings for eviction would be set in
motion immediately after the before they can have the mardate for vacation in the docu- shal take any action relative to
Sherrill Milliken, operations ment.
,the possession.
manager of the vast recreation
TVA's right to condemn LBL
area, said a few "hardship" property has been challenged by
". . . As to whether or IxA
cases are being withheld to give
WA would take the chance of
the people involved more time Johnny Downing, resident of the destroying a house while
the
area. Downing lost in Western matter
to find new locations.
is still pending in court
He said "hardship" circum- District Federal Court and the I do not know. As you know,
we
case
been appealed to the have appealed the
si.lices mostly involve sickness Sixth has
denial at the
District Circuit Court of Injunctive
relief (right of TVA
or other personal misfortune.
kppeals.
to take private LBL property) to
Sixty-three families WednesJ. Granville Clark, Russell- the Court
of Appeals, and NA
day afternoon remained in the ville attorne
y who represents Is claiming that
we are not entitled to appeal until the final
decision of the court relative to
damages is entered."
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Evanston, III.— Graduate students in advertising at Northwestern University's kiedill School
USW recenly acquired studied each one fir an hour of Journalism have started a teINN tuberous begonias, and before I deckled which was "top rm-long project winch uses -PlyIneerbg noble( about their side". Fleetly I found that the mouth cars as the sahject
s
Whoa I hem bees Intensely flat pert was the top as the practical work in dada.* ad11161111.1ed in how to p about it. thread like roots seemed to vertising and marketing preps
Ole dim is that they are among come from the pointed side ms.
Ike molest bulbs to pow, and I which would ordinarily be
For the next four meaths, 36
hope so as they are certainly pieced upward.
young man and weateawit sialBegonia cover a wide variety yze the American market for bomaul the mod beautifel.
The weer bib we just DOW of type& There is a sod that can th compact cars and the Midget
hammilig avalibe and can be be planted outdoors and left all super cars and recommend bow
dieimil esti emir Al110). Bulbs winter, the Evansians The to advertise and sell them.Their
5 SWUM
Camaro Ja414
6 :31SI ~Woe
abated now MB 111“ the blossoms on these me not comprehensive reports, includ=
ElIS News
MWelle• I
Owiliter JunCtain
gem* Priallis Wiest
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7 .1 Trieav i *Mr
Como, Jun< taM
Jtinvion. saint
always. They will bloom yew ns, will become part of the re1111111110.
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:11C ifedeiri Pawl Moves pelt
*aM Kansans
5.55
They do not tolerate sun and after yew in the sime spot and quirements for their masters
sea
are
as
hardy
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pit mai
have
be.
I
degree
ROL If set hi toe
s in advertising.
9
rat
gr.
During the period, Chryslerhew dm*, they wiR produce one that was planted several
to 11==ft.... Br; V..44strri'ft. NZ'a Matra Show
tan hem plants with a lot of years ago and it is still sowing Plymouth Division will turn over
Love nof OM. Panes aipunicnea
leaves sad bw bionneers.
and blooming with a minimum to the students Plymouth Valiant
11 1erre.
See,,
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A mem WSW so' is of care.
and Road Runner cars to help
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ry front panels of a closet ensemble
Friday .
domestic automobile market in Robert H. Finch Will
he university auditorium, the that can be resided.
represeet called '•Imperial Rose.' Closet
general, the compact and budget President Nixon at Friday'
ecture seg,ies will be sponsored by the student
s fin- items include door jumbo dress
government. Its super car market
in detail, com- era! for Israeli Prime Minister and suit
theme will be the "Rights and
bag. five drawer chest.
plete product information on bo- Levi Eshkol. Finch was
to lealie shelf box, shoe shelf box, ten
Reepnnsibilities of Man."
th the Valiant and Road Runner Wednesday night with
Assistant shelf shoe bag or 12 pocket shoe
Each of the speakers will preI a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Sisco hag.,square shelf bag, dress and
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The appearance by Gregory,
class
civil rights activist, will be open studentinto teams of four to five
s and each team will be,
only to Murray State students,
faculty and staff. Lectures by responsible for developing comCapp, satirist and cartoonist- plete programs.
creator of Li'l Abner ,Georgia At the conclusion of the proState Senator Bond and NBC news ject, the student's work will be
judged by a panel consisting of
commentator Vanocur will be opDr. Fryburger; S. R. Bernstein,
en to the public.
'publisher of Advertising Age;
Solomon said the lectures are
_ To The Community For Our
:1' James Ralph Jackson
designed to give students an opp- Joseph J. Seregny, Y & R senior
i; is now associated with
ortunity "to come face to face vice president and supervisor
Successful
of automobile accounts; and Dow,
:t Kentucky Central Insur- with
pertinent issues confronting
Each member of each winning
Ince_ After taking train- this nation."
ing in the insurance
He added that the speakers in team will receive U. S. Savings
field, Jackman says that the series are professionals at Bonds.
he can now be of service provoking thoughts and that their _ "We bane every hope that this
;• to his friends and neigh- contributions will increase the project will be beneficial to the
interest and awareness of today's students, to the University ,and
/ bora.
to our division," Dow said. "Dr.
students in today's society.
He requests that any"Their opinions and ideas will Fryburger told us that the studone who is in need of Ufe be offered to students to be ques- ents are delighted to have a chance to work on advertising and
or accident insurance tioned, then accepted or rejectmarketing problems at the same
Pictured above are a number
ed," he said.
T contact t.lm
of local people enloying
riiat 753-3733.
freshanants at the open houses of the new Murray
Tickets for the entire series time and with the same informaFeelers! Savings
tion
that
professional advertising
and Loan Office. Hundreds attended and registe
'Paid Advertisement t
are $2.50 for students and $3.50
red for rho drawpeople are using in trying to soling of prizes which ranged from S25.00 to
for non-students .
5100.00 in free insured
ve them."
Savings Accounts.
len W. P.itiLLIANIS

Onsight 1969
Wffl Feature
our Speakers

TRIANGLE
RESTAURANT

i

NOON SPECIAL

ANNIENGINI

$1.00

Many Thanks

GRAND OPENING

i

Congratulations
To These Winners

Cash & Carry Sale
20%

OFT ON ALL NURSERY STOCK

During the Month of March Only

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT

Due to the shortage of experienced
labor, we will
no longer be able to go out and plant
Therefore
we are offering all Nursery Stock
at 20% Off
regular price.
•
•
•
No guarantee on Stock that we
cannot plant
and care for
•
•
•
WE WILL CONTINUE TO HANDLE
NURSERY STOCK
•
•
•

Of Our FREE

LUCAS ARRESTED

INSURED SAVINGS ACCOUNTS!!

WASHINGTON UPI - An accused bank robber placed on the
FBI's Most Wanted list only 13
days ago was arrested hereWtdnesday. Thomas James Lams,
24, was charged in a federal
warrant with taking part In be
322,398 robbery of the Maryland
National Bank In Baltimore -in
February, 1968.

First Prize .
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize

5Y4 %

During March Only

Phone 753-8944

WASNASXXXXVORXXXXXXXX

GOP NATIONAL CHAIRMAN
Rep Roger% Morton or
Maryland has been *elected
ii chairman of the Republi
National committee by

can

Prevident Richard,A4

Nixon.

Ray Blies of Ohio
who re•iipled

BRUCE THOMAS
Branch Manager

8100.00

50.00
25.00
25.00

Harold Ezell

C. A. Meisel

CERTIFICATES
($ 10,000 Min.)

Regular '1.50 - Now Only '1.00

500 N 4th Street

Mrs.

Visit

HARDY RED AZALEAS

SHIRLEY
GARDEN CENTER

Mrs. J. H. Perkins
Jr. Willoughby

Our

INSURED :

Office Often For:

0
CERTIFICATES
($3,000 Min.)

AVY
4

°
PAS SBOOKC
(No Minimum)

MURRAY FEDERAL SAVINGS
1 IRRIAINPTFREFiCE
"(Branch of Hopkinsville Federal Savings
and Loan Association)

I4)'MC( 04.4:1

UmomeEdimompio

ammoiDesof

.
6=.=1 .==imteiel=w

AL LEN ROSE
Public Relations
& Loan Officer
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Moroloy, March $
The Coldwater United Methodist Church WSCS will meet
of the LBL residents who
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
to sell to TVA outright,
•••
the following to Downier
The Lottie Moon Circle of
the First Baptist Church WES
• . Refusal to voluntarily a*
••••••
••••.• •■••••
••■■• .11/11••111.10.11 11.
will meet with Mrs. Thomas Ronder the property will imam
gancamp at 7:30 p.m.
essary for the (LBL) opeat •
•••
; manager to refer the matThe Ruby Nell Hardy Cir) the (TVA) legal depart- ,
ele of the First Baptist Church
since, according to the
WMS will meet with Mrs. Dan
of the district court, they
Shipley at 7:30 p.m.
) must apply to the court
The Cenicron Alpha Chapter
•• •
The Memorial Baptist Church of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
The girls of the Hazel Junior
they can have the marWMS will moot at the church the Woodmen of the World met
Beta
Club took a trip to the Pafor its regular meeting on Toes- By United Press International
ake any action relative to
at 9:30 am.
radise Friendly Home at Bell
•••
assession.
You kneel on the ground god City
on Friday, Febrettry V.
grasp the side handles of a wheel
The Intermediate GAs of the
The purpose of the
. As to whether or not
when using a new excercise
Memorial Baptist Church, Mrs.
to donate clothes, which they had
would take the chance of
M
edikrrYisln.Fj
ve.thebruareaue eRvellingicYh2,
gadget. You simply roll forward
Max Slodd, loader, will meet D
er5scc"at
ying a house while the
DEAR ABBY: I am go hurt. My daughter and her
onthsevePenhar:c
Mrs. Glenda Smith,
io- and back five times a day to collected, to the children of the
lianeeof
be luncheon at the church at
president
husband
r is still pending in cant
presided and Mrs. Loretta Jobs, improve yourself, the home. While there the girls we- have now decided that my two grandsons shall be denied a visit
11103 a.m.
re
given
a
buildings.
tour
the
of
ot know. As you know, we
•• •
to Grandma's and Grandpa's house until they stop
secretary, read the minutes and manufacturer says. A few
doing this or
There are 55 children at the
appealed the denial of the
that.
The Elm
Grove Baptist called the roll. The treasurer's minutes exercise with the thing Paradise
Friendly
Home now.
tive relief (right of TVA
Church WMS will meet at the report was given by Mrs. Carol- is said to equal one half hour of
Our greatest pleasure is a visit from our grandchil
Beta Club members going wedren
private LBL property) to
church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. yn Parks.
conventional sit-ups.
r e: Evie Erwin, Vickie Workman, who are 4 and 6 years old.
putt of Appeals, and TVA
Earl Lae as the leader.
Reports from the committees
(Larry Matthews Slim Wheel, Linda Wetmore, Beverly
So
now
we
are told there will be no more visits until Bobby
Hayes,
•••
ming that we are not en.
were given. Loretta Jobs read a Dynamic Classics Ltd., 220 E.
Lynn Erwin, Debbie Morrell,De- stops sucking his thumb, or Richard comes the first time he's
to appeal until the final
The First Baptist Church letter frees T. E. Newton,nation- 23rd St., New York, N.Y.).
nise Johnson, Diane Johnson, JO* called. Their parents call this "firm discipline." I call
in of the court relative to
WMS will meet at the church al WSW,caned% the sororit,
• *
ana Stockdale, Beth Crabtree, "unfair to grandparents."
;es is entered."
at 9:90 a.m.
ity for prteliOnet Woodcraft for
A new tote bag is..decorated Earlene Cooper, Brenda OverPlease, Abby, tell us if we are off base for feeling the
•••
1968,
way
with a calypso design that looks cast, and Anita Redden. Rev.
we do. Or are the parents? And what should we do
The Hazel Baptist Church
nally, about MO families
Several money making projec- like needlepoint. It comes in
about it?
and Mrs. Bill Johnson and Mrs.
WMS will meet at the church ts were discussed. It was decided melon on white
n the area between the
HURT GRANDPARENTS
with blue Jerrie Erwin accompanied the
annex at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. to have a rummage sale in April, accents
ky Lake and Barkley
or soft green on white girls,
DEAR
HURT:
It
is
unfortunat
e that in their efforts to
Velda
Reynolds in charge.
in Lyon and Lie-Motor
A vote was takes for theannual with pink highlights. It has
While the girls were visiting "discipline" their children year daughter and her
•••
award for "Outstanding Citizen double outside pockets and wide
s, Kentucky, and Stewart
husband
the home, the Beta boys refinish- punish YOU. too, lf you have already let
Tuesday, March 4
of the Year." This award will gussets and handles of vinyl.
them know how you
. Tennessee,
ed
the
piano
at the school with feel and they refuse to substitute another kind
District 17 E SA-LPN will be presented at a later
of punishment,
date.
(Harry Seligman Co., 24 W. royal blue antique paint. Boys
meet at the conference room of
say nothing. I agree, it, unfair to yes, but the choke
A committee composed of Car- 25th St., New York, N.Y.).
is buying 97,34 acres of
is theirs.
working
on
the
piano
were
Lee
the
Murray-Ca
lloway
County
olyn Parks, Glenda Smith, and
*5*
1r the projeoL The goyCrutchneld, Kenny Lawrence,
Hospital at seven p.m. Dr. Clegg Patty
it already kid judo-DEAR ABBY: I heard a man make a reference to "San
Burkett "ep aPPototed to
Charming enough to leave on Curtis Davis, Danny Futrell,
Austin will be the speaker.
and
buy material for Use robes.
it 57,000 acres which had
-Quentin quail." We live 25 miles from San Quentin
a dresser, an eye-catching sewing David Waters.
•••
penitentiary
A progressive dinner will be chest is handcrafted to resemble
sed for National WoodJames R. Feltner and Mrs. and have never seen any kind of quail around that area. Thank
The Elm Grove Baptist held
March
15
at
six-thirty,start- beautihe carved wood. Actually,
ilcllife Refuge.
you for any information you can give us.
Church SVMS will meet at the
CALIFORNIANS
ing in the home of Glenda Smith it is made of strong and Thomas Parker are the co-sponrefuge was merged with
church at 1:30 _p.m. with. Mrs. on
sors of ON Hazel Junkfr Beta
DEAR CALIFORNIANS: Are you pulling nay
Bailey Road.
e1111 project.
lightwei
therMdpl
get
-aStrE.
featberst
Beide Colson, leader.
Club.
Refreshments were served by
"Sea Quenths quail" is a term (slang] saeamiss an underage
•••
the hostesses, Mrs. Jaen RicherThe Memorial Baptist Church
WMS will meet for breakfast son and Mrs. Loretta Jobs to
at the Trispgle law at seven Mesdames Annie Laura Farris,
Glenda Smith, Linda Waugh,Caram.
olyn Parks, Sylvia Carrico, and
•••
The Intermediate GAs, Me Miss Patty Burkett.
The next meeting will be held
mortal Baptist Church, will
have a luncheon at the church on March 25 at seven o'clock in
the home of Mrs. Sylvia Carrico
at 11:30 &M.
with Mrs. Jane Alley as co-host• ••
The First Baptist Church ess.
WMS will meet at the church
at 9:30 am.
••
•••
The Hazel Baptist Church
There is an unusual
WWI will meet at the church marble-type finish you
can do
gam at 1:30 p.m.
with antiquing kits, according to
•••
the National Paint, Varnish and
The Annie Armstrong Circle
Lacquer Association. The secret
of the First Baptist Church
WMS will meet with Mrs. M. C. is in the way you handle the
surface after you have applied
Garrott at 7:30 p.m.
the toner. First, apply a
• ••
The Calloway County Retired relatively heavy coat of toner
Teachers Association will meet and lay a large piece of wrinkled
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. clear plastic lightly on the top of
A. Carman, 1605 Hamilton. at the area. Pat the plastic lightly
with a cloth to make sure that
1:30 p.m.
wrinkles and air bubbles appear.
• ••
The Intermediate and Junior
GA group of the First Baptist
Church will have separate mis- Methodist
Church WSCS will
sion studies at the church at meet at the
home of Mrs. Billy
6:45 p.m. with Rev. and Mn. Mahan
at ten am A potluck
Lloyd Cornell as the teachers. lunch
will be served.
•• •
• ••
The Women's Society of
The Lutheran Women's MisChristian Service of the First sionary
League of the ImmanUnited Methodist Church will uel Church
will meet at the
meet at the church at ten a.m. Chapel Lounge
at 7:30 p.m.
The executive board will meet
•••
at 9:15 am.
The Garden Department of
•••
the Murray Woman's Club will
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- meet
at the club house at 1:30
der of the Rainbow for Girls
p.m. Hostesses will be Mes- will meet at the Masonic Hall dames
Leonard Vaughn, A. W
• 11#
Et at seven p.m.
Simmons, Humphrey Key, Clif•••
ton Key, Will Rose. and DeGroup I, CWF, First Christ- wey Ragsdale.
ian Church, will meet with Mrs
•• •
Henry Fulton at ten a.m.
The Kirksey Baptist Church
• ••
WMS will have its week of
Group II, CWF, First Christ- Prayer program at the church
ian Church, will meet with Mrs. at 6:30 p.m.
R. L. Wade at two p.m.
es.
•••
The Elm Grove
Baptist
The Goshen United Methodist Church WMS will meet
at he
4
4 Church WSCS will meet at the church at 1:30 p.m. with Yrs.
church at 7:30 p.m.
Keys Keel as leader.
•• •
• ••
The Hazel United Methodist
The Memorial Baptist Church
Church WSCS will meet at the WMS will meet at the church
at 1:30 p.m.
church at seven p.m.
• ••
•• •
Hazel Baptist Church WMS
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet will meet at the church annex
at.the club house at 7:30 p.m. at 1:30 p.m.• • •
.
•-Hostesses will be Mesdames
Hendon, J. 1). Rayburn, First Baptist Church WMII
George Overbey, J. Matt Spark- will meet at the church at 9:30
man, Harry Sparks, H. L Oak- am.
A flowering of fashion . . .
•••
ley, and Dr. Mary Elisabeth
new,
young and exciting!
Friday,
March
7
Bell.
The Senior Citizens Club will
•••
Come see all the fresh designs we have
The Kappa Department o have a Tacky party and potluck
for you in our current collection.
the Murray Woman's Club will luncheon at the Community
Drive, at 12 noon.
You'll fall in love
meet at the club house at 7:30 Center, Ellis•
••
p.m. Hostesses will be M
with
springtime
Church Women United will
an dames Will Ed Stokes, Harold
and Selby!
Ili McReynolds, David McMullin, have its World Day of Prayer
program at the Fire Christian
and -Charles McDaniel.
Styles from
Church at ten am. Rev. Stephen
• ••
$19.95
to $21.95
Malik,
speaker.
will
Jr.,
the
be
Wednesday, March 5
• ••
The ladies day luncheon will
Elm Grove Baptist Church
be served at 12:15 p.m. at the
AAAA to B
Size 5 1/7 to TO
Oaks Country Club. Please make WMS will meet at the church
Aioailab
1:30
p.m.
fe AAAAA to E Size 4 1
at
with
Mrs. Charles
reservation' by Monday by callto 12
leader.
ing Mrs. Cliff Campbell 731- Burteen as •
••
4698 or Mrs James D. Outland
Memorial Baptist
Church
753-1364. The bridge hostess ii
WMS will meet at the church
a•
•Mts. Earl Steele 753-5062.
at 1:30 p.m.
•• •
•••
Thursday, March 6
-Baptist
Church WMS
Hazel
The Town and Country HomeN ROSE
;Makers Club will meet at the will meet at the church annex
Relations
home of Mrs. Donald Story at at 1:30 p.m.• ••
In Officer
730 p.m. Mrs. John Fortin will
First Baptist Church WMS
be cohostess.
melemsom,,pie„„,,,mma
wilt meet at the church at 9:30
•
•••
The Good Shepherd United am.

atie

Richerson Home Is
Scene Of Tau Phi
Lambda Meeting

t•
•

Hazel Junior Beta
WHAT'S Membe
rs Visit

NEW Paradise Home

trip vas

DEAR ABBY: A year ago I did a foolish thing. I got the
gist I was going with pregnant, and when she told me about it I
skipped town and left Carlotta to face everything alone.
She
was 16 and I was 20. Carlotta could have made trouble for me,
but she didn't.
I thought it over and came back. Carlotta was still home
like nothing had happened. She had the baby and gave It up for
adoption, but she wouldn't even cane to the door to talk to me.
When I tried to get her on the telepIxoe, her father told me If
I ever showed my face around there again be would kill me.
Abby, I made a terrible mistake. I still love the girl, and I
know if she would only see me I could make it up to her. I feel
like a heel, but even a heel needs advice. How can I get my girl
to see me?
DENNY

'Deck

'Firm Discipline'
Hurts Grandparents

DEAR DENNY: She is not your "girl" anymore. Year
timing is peer. Give her a break and let her slew.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: When I read that letter from the 15-year-old
girl who thinks she's a "slave" because her mother makes her
help at home, I could have cried. I guess all teen-age girls feel
that way. I know I did about 10 years ago.
I only wish someone would have told me what you told her.
Unfortunately, my mother spoiled me, and gave in and did the
work herself. Now that I am married and have children of my
own, I know what Mom went thru, and could kick myself for
the way I treated her. Altho I don't get many chances to make
it up to her, believe me, I never miss a chance when I get
one.
I would love to do it all over again and be able to do
everything for her that she did for me.
I just want to say, PLEASE, girls, love your mother. She is
the only one you'll ever have, and you won't have her forever.
With love to Moro,
R. M.: HURON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Everyfedy-has a priapism What's yours? For • pommel
reply mite to Abby, Box arm. Les Awakes. CaL, ISIS and
enclose • stampe& sell-eddreseed envelope.
-
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Loan Co.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS_
504 W. Main Street

Phone 753-2421

TRIANGLE
ESTAURANT
Vlanday thru
Friday .

DON SPECIAL

a.m. to 2 p.m.

$1.00
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OFFICE SUPPLY STORE
WHERE YOU GET ..
GREATER

FRIENDLY
SERVICE

FAMOUS
BRANDS

VARIETY
74girr.471104,

* PAPER
OF ALL
*
TYPES
COLORED
*
MIMEOGRAPH PAPER
BONDS, ONION
* LEGAL
SKIN
PADS,
*
MINIATURE
DRAWING
PADS
*
SUPPLIES
* TRIANGLES - FRENCH
CURVES
* PROTRACTORS - DRAWING
HOLDERS AND
PENCILS
*
LEADS * SPEEDBALL PENS & INE SCALES
T-SQUARES * FILE
COMPASSES
FOLDERS, GU/DES
* INDEX
CARDS
AND GUIDES
*
LABELS -___ from
*
Ms roll
VERTICAL FILE
*
JACKETS
__ IS* ea.
EXPANDING FILES
* TYPING
& ADDING
* SCOTCH
MACHINE RIBBONS
* "STAR" TYPEWRITER
CLEANER
TYPE
* CARBON
CLEANER
PAPER, Letter and __ 50.
*
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MONDAY - MARCH 3. 1969
FOR SALM

KFWC Will
Sponsor Area
Contests

ir a

SP EMBAIMY Molds
• • •
Ross, '117 Modal ThroehodEvery Day
room. slioloctric, Mach panel12:30 to 12:30
ing throughout Good comlitiss.
Phone Puryoar 247.3940 altat
r.
4:00 p.m. or 75344411. TTNC
REAL MATS POE SALE
ea
AUTOMOIMLIEll FOE SALE
14% CUBIC FOOT refrigerator,
AUTOSAOSILIIS
SALE
The annual art, music and
MEDIUM PRICED home in
FOR
RENT
$60.00. Three drawer metal file,
141ILF WANTS°
ex- 1965 FALCON Futur
sewing contests sponsored by
e station 1964 FORD
cellent condition. 2 bedro
Spon
sore
d
by
.
.
.
$20.00
.
Phon
•
e
FURN
om
Fairlane 500, 2-door
435-4752. M4C
ISHED
apartment for WANTED:
the First District of Kentucky
frame with hardwood floors wagon, dark green, 6 cylinder hardtop.
Wilson Insurance, Real
This one is a local dou- couple or students. Phone 75E- cal hardw Man to work in lo- 1968
,
Federation of Women's Clubs
STYLE MAR mobile home.
are
nice kitchen, large utility, many with automatic transnirsion. An bleaharp black
store.
Must
be
reEstat
Auct
e and
ion
beauty with red 6229 or 753-8012.
TIC liable and willing to accept
One owner. Fully carpeted. Call
will be held at Mayfied in the
closets and a very liveable home A-1 automobile. Ideal for a se- vinyl interi
reCompany
or. A 289 V8 with
cond car. $1,075.00. Parker Ford
spon.sible position. Salary open Marvin Swann, Bank of Murra
new J. U. Kevil Mental Retaron North 18th Street. You
y.
4 speed tranamiaaion. $1,075.00. 4-BEDROOM (one panelled) two- Write
SW- Used Car Dept. Phon
givin
e 753-5273. Parker
dation Center, March 8, with
g
uld see this.
story
full,
brick
resum
home
11-6-P
e to
for rent. New P.
Ford Used Car Dept.
0. Box 335, Murray, Ky.
M-4-C Phone 753-6
HOME OR INVESTMENT.
Mrs. I. A. Gilson, district govgas furnace, carport, large utili273.
HOME MADE peanut brittle,
2
114-C ty.
frame 3-bedroom homes in good 1968 FORD
ernor and Mrs. George E. Winn,
POOTICS
Excellent location, 1000
March-10.0 fresh daily,
Galaxie 500, 4 door 1983
50g bag. Phone
condition. Near town and
PONTIAC Catalina 4 door Sharp Street. Available March
vice governor in charge.
on hardtop. Meadowlark yellow
753-7520 for free delivery.
NOTICE: We repair all makes
sedan. 1962 Chevrolet Impala 22. Write Bob Gass, 1616 S.
commercial lot. Each a good with vinyl. interi
POSI
TION
Mrs. Don Keller, recording
S
availa
W.
ble
for
or.
2
or
302 V-8, station wagon
1I-13-C -•acuum cleaners, toasters, mixbuy for some one. Call
automatic, pow- 10th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, 3 registered nurses, full or part
secretary will be in charge of
us a- power steering and factory air- er
ers,
irons,
heater
s,
all
small
steer
bout these. Will *ell toget
Fla.
ing and brakes. V-8 moPhone 324-5341.
114C time. Salary excellent. Good TEN 8 week old pigs. Also a aprliances. Ward & Elkin
her conditioning. There is 41,000 tor.
s. 409 both student and adult sewing
or separately.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Staworking conditions. Relief and 1960 Buick La Sabre. Runs good. Maple.
more miles of factory warranty
TWO
-BED
March
ROOM
-IC contests. Mrs. Paul Holland Jr.,
tion.
furni
Corner of 6th and Main.
shed .1S- night shift. Contact
COUNTRY HOME on
Mr. McCue Sell cheap. Phone 753-8414..
paved remaining on this car. $2,595.00.
junior director will be In charge
partm
ent.
Avail
able
March 1.
road. 2-bedroom furnished
home Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
II-3-C ELECTROLUX SALES & Sir of the arts and crafts contest
Williams Apartments, South or Mrs. Hayden at Fuller Gilnear Cypress Creek. Full
liam
vise,
Box
Hospit
Phon
213
al, Mayfield, Ken- USED
e 753-5273.
Murray, Ky., C. for students.
base314-C 1900 FORD Falcon. 1969 Ford 18th Street. Phone 753-6609.
APPLIANCES, ranges M. Sanders.
ment, fireplace, new range
tucky.
Phone 3824176
, re- 1967
II-4-C and refrigerator
"Cheap". Cain and Taylor Gulf
Hostess clubs will be the Mays. Also antique Lynnville, Ky.
M-3-C
FORD Ranger pick-up
frigerator. On 1 acre lot.
March-12-C field
carved doors. Phone 753-7408.
•
Woman's Club, and the
of town. Owner says, "Sell".Out truck V-8 automatic with radio. Station. Corner of 6th and Main. FIVE-ROOM
WOMAN to do telephonin
house
.
Avail
able
g, 2
M-4-C now. Apply
1967 Chevrolet Impala 2 door
NICE 3-BEDROOM frame
M-4-C JONES PEST Control Service. Mayfield Community Woman's
at 1302 Farris Ave. hous a day. Earn $18.00
on 1
Guaranteed results. Unmarked Club. Mrs. Jerry Humes and
per
hardtop. 327 straight shift. Cain
acre lot in Almo. Carpeted
week steady. Apply in perso MUST SELL five used 30 gallo car. Fly
and
n
control, roaches, ants, Mrs. Fred Nelson, presidents of
n,
all in good condition. Owne and Taylor Gulf Station, Corner
I di
J-G Chemists Co. on Indust
electric water heaters. Ream spiders
r of
TWO HOUSE trailers, air-conOPFER=
rial
and etc. Phone 489- the hostess clubs, will be assist6th and Main.
will sell or trade. Good
M-4-C
Road.
brand
.
price
Only
$7.50 each. Bil- 3022 or 480.3021.
ditioned, electric heat, rent rea11-5-C
for a home of this qualit
March-13-P ed with the hospitalities by the
brey's 210 Main.
y.
1968 DELUXE Model Ford LTD DUNRITE Rr(e7miliNGC
ln.
o.lne. sonable. Phone
11-4-C
HOME IN THE Country
other club members.
753-6
231.
Compl
ete
near Station Wagon. Car top carrier,
new and recover
Murray on 18 acres. 4-bedr
M-3-C, EMPLOYED MAN. Repair type- IF carpet beauty doesn't show? GET RID of pests, they won't
Mrs. Leon Culpepper, 810
oom power steering and brakes, air- shingle roofing service. Spec.
writers
Clean it right and watch
frame house, utility, garag
it leave on their own. Termites go Wright St., Mayfield, is chair.
CE 3-BEDROOM brick home distri part time. Work with
e, conditioner, tilt away steering tallying
Guara
nteed
butor. Company trains. Lo- glow. Use Blue Lustre.
barn and crib. All under woven
Rent right on eating if you ignore man of reservations for the noon
wheel. 8 months old, like new workmanship. 489-2156 Kirksey, 1 block from university. Avail- cal inter
wire fence, pond. A real
view. Write: Box 25, electric shampooer $1. Tidwell's them. Kelly's Pest Control is the luncheon,
bar- Phone 435-4752.
able
KY.
with reservations
now.
TIC
Conta
ct
1709 Callo- Glenshaw, Pa.
M-4-C
gain.
11-7-P Paint Store.
MS-C answer, locally owned and op- being taken until March 4.
way.
1114P
erated for 20 years. We can be
LARGE MODERN 3-bedroom 196^ BUICK Electra with
fac- HORSES:
RUGS a mess? Clean for
Mrs. Ralph Green of Mayfield
brick on 2 acre lot on Cold- tory air and all power
At stud, 2 registless reached 24 hours a day. If it's
CARD OF THANKS
. Black ered 5
with - Blue Lustre! Rent
gaited stallions, Pre.
water Road. Large living and vinyl roof. 1965 Oldsmobile
elec- a pest call us. Phone 753-3914 will be narrator for the fashion
We wish to express our sin- tric shampooer
88 mien Pride by
show to be presented during the
$1. Western Member Chamber of Comm
dining rooms, 2 baths, kitchen with factory air and
Stonewall Precere thanks to those who help- Auto Store.
erce
double mier, Ensigns
and Builders Association LCP luncheon.
Majestic Style by
with built-ins. Truly nice. May power. Cain and Taylor
11-8-C
ed
in
any
way
Gulf
during the death
196. Kelly's Pest Control, 10C
we abow you this home?
Awards for the first place
Station. Corner of 6th and Majestic Ensign. Top breeding
YOU SAVED and slave
of our dear mother, Mrs.
d for So. 13th Street,
Bertie
In USA. One registered Welch
LUXURIOUS 4-bedroom brick, Main.
phonn 758-3914 winners in student art, music
wall-t
Chris
o-wall
man.
carpet. Keep it new
We want to say
11-4-C pony, 'how
type. Sales-Train'antral heat and air, kitchen
and sewing will be trophies.
Got Rid Of Thee Monday
thanks to Bro. L. L. Jones and with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
ing-Boarding. Blackwell Stawith built-ins, large living room 1966 CORVAIR
Second and third place winners
BLAHS!
shampooer $1. Big E.
Bro. Leon Penick for their
Monza 2 door bles. Route 1,
REMO
VE
EXCE
comSS
11-8C
body fluid
Murray, Ky. Phone
with large dining area. 2 baths hardtop. A blue
Treat Yourself To Our
forting words and prayers. To
,
111•111•1111P"' with Fluidex. tablets, only $1.49 will receive ribbons.
4 speed local 753-6977.
large utility, patio, double
* CHICKEN DINMER *
Contestants must reside in the
the singers and those who sent
__Wrcliri1-C
ga- car. Exceptionally clean. $896.at
Dale
&
Stubblefield. H-1TP distri
rage and paved driveway. Car- 00. Parker Ford
Sorvocl Each Monday
ct which they represent is,
flowers and cards. Thanks to
Used Car. Dept.
peted and beautifully decorat- Phone 753-3273.
WILL DO baby sitting in my
Evening from 5-10
the contest, and the winner will
Dr. Hugh Houston for his kindM4-C
ed. You would be proud to own
borne, days. Phone 753-8110.
AT
ROBERSON'S T. V. Service, now compete in the state contest in
ness to her over the years, to
•
.1966 BUICK Electra with fact
this lovely home.
THE HOLIDAY INN
open in Coldwater. We servic Louisville.
those who served as pallbearer
11-3-C
e
s
bo
Add
WELL CONSTRUCTED for per- oz' air, all power, with black
A
Room
, A Patio
One-half Fried Chicken
all makes and models. Color
and to the women who prepa
Registration will begin at 9
,
rnancy and beauty. 8-room brick, vinyl roof. 1965 Pontiac Cats BEAT
ao
Panel
,
A
Whip
WAR
ped
Potat
Black
ed
oes
a.m.
the
and
White
delicious food. Signed
THE
.
Used
SPRI
T.
NG
V.'s
rush
perUna
4
door hardtop with powel iod.
plastered walls, carpet, large
Creamy Cole Siew
Remodel A Kitchen
for sale. Phone 489-3993.
the children:
Call now and let me talk
Living 'room with fireplace, at- steering and brakei. -Cain and with
Country Gravy
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Bailey
ALL
you
TYP
ES
about
your
34-5-C
Supervender
room
adtached garage, full basement Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of dition
lint Rolls and Butter
Euen Chrisman and family
or new house. SpecialisCARPENTRY
A new type of office
TO THE PERSON who wrote
with fireplace and on large lot. 6th s...d Main.
vending
M-4-C- ing in kitchen
Leland Chrisman & family
FREE ESTIMATES
remodeling and
me a letter. Yes, I would like system consists of centrally loAll large rooms. Would like to
updat
Newm
ing.
an
1960
I
cated
Chris
CADI
will
man
LLAC
be
&
Call
glad
production and storage fafamily
Hawley Buoy
convertible
to disto know more on this matter."
show you this home.
cuss your ideas with
eilities with beverages
1TNC
•,s-sit.
you and
REAL GOOD BUY. 3-bedroom $500.00. Phone 753-8086. M-3-P give
10n
M-5-C to each floor in nickel directed
an estimate without any
stainless
frame near the University. Lots 1965 CHRYSLER
steel pipelines.
Newpo
of closets, garage, side porch, door hardtop with power rt 4 obligation. Call Gerald L. Carter, 753-8260.
steer.
11-7-C
on corner lot. Only $12,000.00. Log and brakes. 1965
Chevrolet
NICE HOKE for the large fam- 4 door sedan 6 cylin
der autoily on North 8th Street near matic with power
PEANUTS
steering. Cain
schools and shopping. 4 bed- and Taylor Gulf Statio
I'VE NEVER FELT S° DEPRESSED
n. Cornrooms, many closets, fireplace er of 6th and Main.
Citor-A4E2...ThEY'VE
Id4C
IN ALL MY LIFE ...(1.114ATCAN I DO?
I WAS GON6lbSuGGEST
In large living room which is
FIRED MY FAVORITE
1400
LING AT THE MOON
carpeted. Garage attached and 1985 DODGE custom 880 staTEACHER..
tion wagon. Power steering,
on large deep lot.
Selec
power
Your
t
Gifts
brakes, factory tit conCLASSIC DESIGN in this 5
from
bedroom new brick on Doran ditioning, luggage rack. White
Road. 2 baths, den with brick with simulated wood panelling.
• ji
fireplace, kitchen with lovely An extra sharp vacation car.
cabinets and built-ins. Carpeted 11,595.00. Parker Ford Used Car
and truly a home you'd be proud Dept. Phone 753-5273.
In
M-4-C
to call your own.
COUNTRY LIVING, only 5 min- 1964 CHEVROLET Impala 4
4.4
- oforde
m5C
ute drive from down town. 3 door sedan automatic Power
3-3
bedroom stone in Meadow steering and brakes. Tinted
Green Acres on large lot. Stone glass and new tires. 1964 Pon
fireplace in living room, car- tiac Grand Prix. Factory air,
pet, 1% baths, pecan panelled power steering and brakes.
kitchen and family room. Dots Black vinyl roof. Cain and Tay* REAL ESTATE *
e
z
0 ble carport, patio and large lor Gulf Station. Corner of 8th
SHE4S SO SMART-utility and storage room. Pric- and Main.
For
Sale
M-4-C
SHE'S EVEN
ed
right.
TAUGHT HER TO PLAY
I
•
1963 FALCON Station Wagon.
NEAR COMPLETION on Keen
GOOD HOUSE and 11 acres
SMARTER
e- Can be seen at
WIT
H MY
Wiggins Furni- more or
land Drive. 9-bedroom brick
less, located in
,
THAN I
central heat and air. Large pan- ture Store or call 753-2337.
BL
OCKS .
Gob. A good buy for only
M-1-C
eled family room, 2 ceramic
THOUGHT
$10,000.00
baths, utility and carport,
patio. 1962 GMC
pick-up truck. FINE BAIT
All carpeted and can still
SHOP in Grand
se. 1949
lect carpet color. Paneled
Rivers, Kentucky. 10 year
Chevr
olet pick-up truck
kitGood mechanically. Nice for its lease on building. Purchase
chen with lots of cabinets
and
age. Cain and Taylor Gull Sta- all stock for:
• * •built-ins. This is a large lovely
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
home at a reasonable
$14,000.00
price.
MODERN and well locat
11-4-C
ed 3.
...11114
bedroom brick, carport, nice
kitchen cabinets, built-in range 1965 FORD Galaxie 500, 4 door
, sedan. A local clean automobile
utthty room, divided bath.
Pric- with power steering,
power
ed at.,$17,300.00.
brakes and factory air condi
EiwinsITE 4-bedroom with tionin
g.
It's
color
is coppertone
family room, 2% baths, dinin
ele
g when you're looking. $1,275.00.
Insurance-Real Estate
room, kitchen with all
Mortgage Loans-Auctiens
built Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
Ins, central heat and
air. All Phone 7534273.
Bonds
11-4-C
()carpeted. A pleasure to show
0 11this home in Gatesborough 1962 CHEVROLET 4 door se- 108 U. 12th St., Benton, Ky.
dan. 6 cylinder automatic. 1963
Phone 527-2141; 5294151;
Estates. Priced right.
T1416 WRITING SORT OF RE/AiNDS
527-9224
DELUXE large 3-bedroom brick Dodge 330, 4 door sedan. Cain
ITS HARD TO SAY.
'THE CRABTREE CORNERS DRAMATIC
US OF SOMEBODY, ROt.to. WHO
and
Taylo
r
Gulf
Statio
IT SUGGESTS...
with 2 bathe, family room, utilM-8-9
n. CornSOCIETY 15 REHEARSING "THE
CAN
17
BE
er
of
6th
and
Main.
.
ity. central heat and air, kitTHAT WOULD
II-4-C
• OUEEN'S.LADY" FROM A DUSTY OLD
chen with built-is, garage. In
BE PRESUMPTU00.5
MANUSCRIPT DISCOVERED ElY
9UT
Canterbury Estates.
OF ME
DIRECTOR ROLLO etREPSLEY.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY.
Best location. Check with us
BRAVO, THESPIANS! You
for details and financial srrangements.
ARE MASTERING THE
WORK OF THIS FORGOTTEN
w LAKE PROPERTY. Choice lots
and cottages in Pine Bluff
Shores and Lakeway Shores,
Located Across From
some on waterfront. Also lots
The Oaks Country Club
in Canton Shores on Barkley
Lake. "FARMS of various sixes and
prices Call us about them.
All 200 x 600 Feet
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs, come by or call GUY
SPAYN, REAL ESTATE AG1CNCY at 518 West Main. Na,
tional Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone!
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
TWO BOWLS OF
, Raker. 753-2409; Onyx Ray.
US?- or WIL
MURT
WW-WHAT
These beautiful lots are only 2 miles from
733-8919; Gary Young. 753-8109
PATRioATS
WERE DRAFT
THIENISELVESe
FIAPPINED?
the city. Beautiful building sites for the
AND'IOU WERE
M.3-C
DODGERS IN
home you have always wanted. Paved street.
MAIN TO LICK
JOWLY LANDSCAPED 5 acre
WORLD WAR
Ts411. WORLD!!
tract. Lots of large shade trees.
. Very attractive for residential
Apr for development. 1% miles
wwest of Murray, 14,500.00.
Phone 753-3976:
1104C
Developers
FOR RENT OR LEASE

SWAP SHOP

root

WNBS

sanvicas

Your Guide
TO
A Nh

Planning To
Remodel
Your Home?

ALM

Pounts•

by Charles M.Schulz

smoofv,

Card Party
Corning Up)

"The Wishing
Well"
Western Auto

Plessey

by Ernie Busbmaler

c

Morgan,
Trevathan
& Gunn, Inc.

Ablie'N Slats

by IL Van Num

COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES
Ten Spacious Lots

Protective Restrictions

Abner

Each Lot 2% Acres

"6
.
a(
t
7
.
A'

by Al Capp

COOL 'ILM,SIEFORIE

Jack and Lillian Blackwell

COMMERCIAL building, 20' x
10' Has hydraulic hoist. Newly
remodeled. Available immediately Call Carl Howard Con
struction. 489-3811 after 5-00
p.m.

Oaks Country Club Road
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the tact that a memorial will be will provide Murray State emvetsity
of Tennessee, Martin
ployees with "substantial fringe
accomplished
Branch); Lanibuth College and
benefits.'
'The board's approval of the Union
University,
Jackson,
The new stadium will be called
budget opens the way for the Tenn.; Bethel College, Russelled the Roy Stewart Stadium.
writing of the specifications and ville; Middle Tennessee NorAmid a fig to the officials who the taking of bids for the in- mal, Murfreesboro; Will Mayfield, Marblehill, Mo., and the
may well prevent Murray State surance plan," he added.
In other action, the board a- old Ogden College at Bowling
hem getting the astro-turf for
dopted a statement of policy ea Green.
IIle new stadium.
freedoms, rights and responsiOther members of the 191,
James Russell Lowell said: "The bilities at Murray State and team included: Alfred Lindsey,
beet rule for happiness in life, adopted a policy requiring all Jr., Mayfield jeweler; Matt
119 Inn as for soundness of freshmen students except those Sparkman, present dean of stuin esthetics, is to try commuting from the homes of dents at Murrey State, and his
led find out why a thing is parents or relatives to live in brother, the late Will Sparkman:
geed rather than why it is bad". university housing. effective In the late Amos Robertson, Murthe fall semesSer of 19611.
ray; Dick Puryear and Wyatt
Submitted for the board's Morgan, Mayfield; Oren Wells,
This quotation fits so many incidents of today and depicts consideration by a seven-mem- Houston, Tex., and Tommy
starkly the thinking of so many ber committee at the univer- 1Chambers, who went to the U.S.
of our trouble makers of today. sity, the statement notes that Naval Academy but whose preMany people in the headlines it is -the desire of Murray sent address is not known.
today spend all of their time State University to provide a In 1929, Sledd went into the
pointing out what is bad in wholesome social, educational clothing business in Murray
America, rather than what is and normal atmosphere for the with his father, the late Wilgood. Many, many speakers bur- students so they may have the liam T. Sledd, a Murray merden the point of what is wrong opportunity to develop to the chant for more than 55 years.
with America, not what is right; fullest extent."
Here he remained until 1940
what is wrong with civil rights, Stating respect for the rights
not what has been accomplish- of all members of the academic 1when he opened a haberdashery
ed; they point out the inequit- community, the policy acknow- business on Main Street just
ies which exist, not the free- ledges the right of individuals west of the square. Three years
doms and growing equity; they to explore and discuss questions later, he joined the Murray
point out what they haven't got, or issues, to express opinion& Water System, where he work
rather than what they have. and to join together to express ed until 1950 when he became
a deputy sheriff in the office of
concern by orderly means.
Sheriff Wayne Flora.
It is merely the difference nit
-The university believes in In 1952, he joined the Murtaking a positive attitude mad al and encourages all recognized ray State staff as manager of
negative attitude.
and acceptable freedoms, in- the bookstore, since 1950 locatcluding the freedom of dissent. ed in the Harry Lee Waterfield
What permits cannot drive him However, students and faculty Student Union Building.
self to utter despondency an must sustain rigorous self-disAfter completing his playing
the brink of insanity merely ty cipline by guaranteeing to
dwelling on his "bad luck" others the freedoms they them- days at Murray Normal. Sledd
what could have been, his bad selves indulge in and demand,' turned to officiating to keep in
touch with the sport. For more
breaks, the opportunities
It continues.
than 35 years he was an active
missed, the time he has wasted!' "The university will not almember of the Kentucky High
the bad decisions he made, thel low or tolerate any disruptive
School Officials Association.
MIN Judgment he has exercis-i or disorderly conduct which inWhen
--al, the things he did wrong.
terferes with the rights and op- COrldielP• asked which game he
ri
'he most difficult
the maney he wasted, the
portunities of those who &Men'
to
officiating career,
he has made of life.
the university for the purpose Sledd
rt, .ed without a mofor which the university exists
A hessein, being has to realize — the right to utilize and en- ment's hesitation:
first that he is merely a human joy the facilities provided to
"The annual Mayfield-Padubeing, one of the weakest forma obtain an education."
.o Tilghman game. That was
of life. He will be prone to
Terming attendance'at Mur- the toughest game
of the year.
make mistakes, errors, faux pas,, ray State "a privilege and not I guess I've
been called just
and all the rest, YET in spite afl a right," the statement lists five about
everything in the book
all this, he must seek a mea- acts the university will not per- by the fans
at both schools," he
sure of -happiness. Realizing he mit — intimidation, destruct- added.
is merely a. human being wid ion of property, interference
Sledd considers Jesse Tunhelp.
with university pedestrian or still of Paducah
Tilghman is
vehicular traffic, force or vio- the mid-1940's the
most outThese who hammer on the bed bMieel or the threat of force or standing
high school player be
side of life are beating an old violence, or harassment of stu- ever saw
drum and we've had our fill of dents, faculty, administrative
them. We know life has a seamy staff, guest speakers. or &gen,
-lie could sio everything," he
side. We know that life is fill- ;cies and representatives of any Thanksgiving Day in Mayfield
ed with inequities, tragedy, uo organizations who have a right when Tunstill was sick with
happiness, frustration, bitter to appear on the campus.
the flu and was watching the
ass& We know all that and
Any violation of the outlined game fr.:na a gymnasium win411111 want to hear any more Ipolicy, the statement concludes, daw.
from some sorehead.
will lead to appropriate discip"Although heavily favored.
linary action, which may mean the Tilghman team had been
The big problem, knowing the Idisinissal of students or faculty fought to a standstill by an in
trials and tribulations of life, or staff members.
spired bunch of Cardinals for
ishow to find happiness IN i
SPITE OF ALL THIS. The folks generate initiative, inspiration, almost the first half when Tun.
who espouse this line of think- courage. determination
and still came on the field. On the
ing are the ones we want to plain old stubborness in order very first play went down the
sidelines for a touchdown," he
hear and read after. Folks who to enjoy life.
said.
"I think he scored again beAdrodas at Saturday' Karel
fore- the' half, as the Tornado,
inspired by his presence, went
aorio moo
ACROSS
4-Adirmt
on to win easily."
OMUM
39Mr1N
S-Nomoo
He regards a Central ,High
W.N1302 Enamor',
14Morrid
GUUR 'YAW; M20 School team from Little Rock,
74impootoo
S-1/Moot
si
leitorm
2
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MU HWID awn/
124.41•11
team he ever saw play. -They
104anot Moak
[JOAO 1M19
13-God oi lore
aloalairol
amlua UMU9 111 came up and played Tilghman,"
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11-Symbol In
WWI 0099 A20 he said, "and they were good.
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1S-Tarloorc doily
and
goararga
UrT;211M..4 do it well."
dodo
16-Pariod at tine
111-Prommoo
DUMMU o3u110
111-tato or mama
Although
21-ist andad
he has no definite
WTIO SIUMU
—C-Worn
plans for the future, Sledd said,
9
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23•46golloalamor
"Now that I will have a little
24-11041 /GM
26-100001
se-soot octal
S6 Soolloh
216-Eari
7711116or
441-01g plata
time to do things, I think I Joi
27411odo gain
WT.,
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43-111.1i away
going to try some hunting and
254Milmb
604. roma.
31-SaR load
411.111raddlle
2114tool meals
fishing. I've always thought NI
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moto
Si Ireposition
like that."
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Married to the former Fay
Sigma
33411Mi II mato
Wiwi god
37-Peit
Wall of Murray, Sledd has one
ww•sial
son.913r. Bill Sledd. a mathema41truzlizo
tics professor at Michigan State
42-latadim
University. They reside at 712
44-1/maing
Poplar in Murray.
moicloo
He will be succeeded as man- t
43-1Mock
ager of the University bookstore
474torbar
by Bobby McDowell, who has
411-1Moo
SO-Normor apaaing
been assistant manager for the
S2-1Imotord
past six years.
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A fine sound performer with solid
state circuitry for high reliability plus
instant sound. Large 4" Dynamic
speaker. Soft white cabinet.
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It's hard to imagine a quality
solid-state clock radio which will
wake you to musk at this low, low
price. Soft white color.
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College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FIZZ PICKUP and DELIVIRT —
Truly Fine Cleaning
Pb... 7134652
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FOR

THE FINEST IN

CLEANING SERVICE

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY - CLEANERS •
N. 4th Street
753-1413
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NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press intornatietial
Plastic surgery was used as
early as 800 BC by the Hindus
to restore missing facial features sometimes sliced away as a
form of punishment.
Starling a I'm..., 'Rower 1.
cdoirr when it is lo,w with a trcharocrable nickel-ertdmium Wit-

AM -FM CLOCK

RADIO

•

88
Model C2505
All the features of GE quality clock
with sweep-second hand, self-starting, self-regulating, automatic waketo-music and radio turns on automatically. A top AM/FM radio in handsome beige cabinet.
8

ACRES of
FREE PARKING

te-Ty-powered irleition oyate•111,
.4 huilt-in generator recharges,
the buttery while Hsi. motor is
uoning.

.j.pkgaggamosi
gos11lriaggoessimeglia**444

•

The sound and styling of a leader.
Solid state with large 4-inch speaker,
AFC on FM prevents drifting,
automatic volume control on AM for
steady volume level even when stations are changed. Handsome cabinet •
in beige.

S

US 2-3 200 240 lbs $200320.50.
Few 1-2 $2075.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs S1950-20C);
US 2-4 230 380 lbs 519 03-19 50;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs 318 23 19 00:
SOWS:
t'S 1-2 270 350 lbs $18 50 17 50:
US 13 300-450 I hs 116 03-17 00,
US, 2-3 4004100 lbs 513.3015.50.
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER 9 Namtlivi`vi
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